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Abstract. By a Calabi-Yau threefold we mean a minimal complex projective threefold X 
such that Ox(Kx) — Ox and ^(Ox) = 0. This paper consists of four parts. In Section 1 we 
formulate an equivariant version of Torelli Theorem of K3 surfaces with finite group action and 
deduce some more geometrical consequences. In Section 2, we classify Calabi-Yau threefolds with 
infinite fundamental group by means of their minimal splitting coverings introduced by Beauville, 
and deduce as its Corollary that the nef cone is a rational simplicial cone and any rational nef divisor 
is semi-ample provided that C2(X) = 0 on Pic(A")]R. We also derive a sufficient condition for iri(X) 
to be finite in terms of the Picard number in an optimal form. In Section 3, we give a fairly concrete 
structure Theorem concerning C2-contractions of Calabi-Yau threefolds as a generalisation and also 
a correction of our earlier works for simply connected ones. In Section 4, applying the results in 
these three sections together with Kawamata's finiteness result of the relatively minimal models of a 
Calabi-Yau fiber space, we show the finiteness of the isomorphism classes of C2-contractions of each 
Calabi-Yau threefold. As a special case, we find the finiteness of abelian pencil structures on each X 
up to Aut(X). 

0. Introduction. In the light of the minimal model theory, we define a Calabi- 
Yau threefold to be a Q-factorial terminal projective threefold X defined over C such 
that Ox(Kx) — Ox and /i1(Ox) = 0, and regard the second Chern class C2(X) as a 
linear form on 'Pic(X)^ through the intersection pairing, where C2(X) for a singular 
X is defined as C2(X) := i'*(c2(X)) via a resolution u : X —> X and is known to be 
well-defined (see for example [Ogl, Lemma (1.4)]). 

However, as is pointed out by several authors, this preferable definition of Calabi- 
Yau threefold has an inevitable defect: Those Calabi-Yau threefolds, such as Igusa's 
example ([Ig, Page 678], [Ue, Example 16.16]), that are given as an etale quotient of an 
abelian threefold are then included in our category. We call them of Type A. Indeed, 
their pathological nature sometimes prevents us from studying Calabi-Yau threefolds 
uniformly. For instance, 

(1) there are no rational curves on Calabi-Yau threefolds of Type A, while it 
is expected, and has been already checked in some extent, that most of Calabi-Yau 
threefolds contain rational curves (see [Wil], [HW] and [EJS]); 

(2) C2(X) = 0 for such X but C2(X) ^ 0 for others. 
Here, for the last statement, we recall the following result due to S. Kobayashi in the 
smooth case and Shepherd-Barron and Wilson in the general case: 

THEOREM ([KB, CHAP. IV, COROLLARY (4.15)], [SBW, COROLLARY]). Let 
X be a Calabi-Yau threefold.  Then, X is of Type A if and only if C2(X) = 0. □ 

One of the main purposes of this paper is to compensate for this defect by revealing 
explicit geometric structures of Calabi-Yau threefolds of Type A. It will turn out that 
they are remarkably few so that one can in principle handle them separately in case. 
Our result is: 
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THEOREM (0.1). Let X be a Calabi-Yau threefold of Type A. Then, 
(I) X = A/G, where A is an abelian threefold and G is its finite automorphism 

group acting freely on A such that either one of the following (1) or (2) is satisfied: 

(1) G = (a) 0 (b) ~ C2
e2 and, 

/I     0       0 \ /-I    0     0 
ao =     0    -1     0   \ and bo =      0     1     0 

\0     0     -1/ \ 0     0-1, 
(2) G = (a, b\a4 = b2 = l, bab = a"1) - £>8 and, 

/I    0     0 \ /-I    0     0 
ao =     0    0    -1 \  and bo =      0     1     0 

\0    1     0 / \ 0     0-1, 
w/iere ao and &o 5^and /or ^/ie Lze parts of a and b respectively and the matrix repre- 
sentation is the one given under appropriate global coordinates of A. 

(II) In the first case p(X) = ^(Tx) — 3 and in the second case p(X) = hl(Tx) — 
2. In particular, a Calabi-Yau threefold with Picard number p ^ 2,3 is not of Type A. 

(III) Both cases actually occur (see (2.17) and (2.18) for explicit examples). 

(IV) In each case, the nef cone A{X) is a rational, simplicial cone and every 
rational nef divisor on X is semi-ample. In particular, X admits only finitely many 
contractions. 

We call a pair (A, G) which falls into the cases (1) and (2) Igusa's pair and refined 
Igusa 's pair respectively. 

This Theorem is shown in the subsection (2 A) based on the notion of the minimal 
splitting covering introduced by Beauville ([Be2, Section 3], see also (2.1)), which 
nicely reduces a greater part of the proof to the problem of representations of a special 
kind of groups G called pre-Calabi-Yau groups of Type A ((2.2)). Then, one of the 
important steps is to restrict the possible orders of such G. For this purpose, we apply 
the Burnside-Hall Theorem concerning commutative subgroups of p-groups ([Su, Page 
90], see also (2.7)). 

Let us add a few remarks about the result. First, even compared with the range 
1 < p < 9 of the Picard numbers of abelian threefolds, the range {2,3} of p{X) is 
quite narrow. Secondly, our statements (II) and (III) show that there certainly exist 
smooth Calabi-Yau threefolds containing no rational curves if p = 2 and 3, but, on 
the other hand, suggest some hope to ask the following: 

Question (cf [Wil], [MS]). Does every Calabi-Yau threefold of Picard number 
p ^ 2,3 contain rational curves? □ 

The third remark concerns the statement (IV). Recall that any smooth anti- 
canonical member X e \ — Ky \ of a smooth Fano fourfold V is a simply connected 
Calabi-Yau threefold. In addition, such an X always satisfies C2(X) > 0 on ^(-X") — {0} 
([OP, Main Theorem 2]). So, the statement (IV) can be regarded as an extreme 
counterpart of the following Theorem due to Kollar: 

THEOREM ([BO, APPENDIX]). LetX be a smooth member of\-Ky\ of a smooth 
Fano fourfold V and t : X —» V the natural inclusion. Then t* : A(V) —> A(X) is 
an isomorphism. In particular, the nef cone A(X) is a rational polyhedral cone, every 
rational nef divisor on X is semi-ample, and therefore, X admits only finitely many 
contractions. D 

Refer also to [Wil, Page 146, Claim], [Wi2, 4] and [Ogl, Theorem (2.1), Propo- 
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sition (2.7)] for related results about semi-ampleness of nef divisors. 
The last remark is concerned with fundamental group. According to the Bogo- 

molov decomposition Theorem [Bel] and its generalisation due to Yoshinori Namikawa 
and Steenbrink [NS, Corollary (1.4)], there is one more class of Calabi-Yau threefolds 
with infinite fundamental group, namely, the class consisting of those Calabi-Yau 
threefolds that are given as an etale quotient of (K3 surface) x (elliptic curve). We 
call them Calabi-Yau threefolds of Type iTand study them in subsection (2K) in some 
extent. (See Theorem (2.23) for the statement.) As an application of (0.1) and (2.23), 
we obtain the following criterion for TTI (X) to be finite in terms of the Picard number: 

COROLLARY (0.2). Let X be a Calabi-Yau threefold. Then, ni(X) is finite if 
p{X) — 1,6,8,9,10 or p(X) > 12. Moreover, this is also optimal in the sense that 
for each p £ N - {1,6,8,9,10,n > 12}(= {2,3,4,5,7,11}), there exists a Calabi-Yau 
threefold X such that TTI (X) is infinite and p(X) = p. In particular, the fundamental 
group of a Calabi- Yau threefold whose Picard number one is always finite. 

The last statement in (0.2) is also obtained by Amerik, Rovinsky and Van de Ven 
[ARV, Proposition (3.1)], which the first author heard from Amerik after his talk on 
this subject. 

So far, we have concerned special kinds of Calabi-Yau threefolds called of Type 
A and of Type K. Another particular interest of this paper, which turns out to be 
related to our first problem, is the role of the second Chern class C2(X) in the geometry 
of contractions of X. Here, the term contraction means a surjective morphism onto 
a normal, projective variety with connected fibers, and therefore, consists of the two 
cases, that is, the fiber space case and the birational contraction case. Let tp : X —»• W 
be a contraction. Then, there is a nef divisor D on X such that (p = <!>£>, where $/> 
stands for the morphism associated with the complete linear system \D\. Therefore, 
we may relate cp with C2(X) via the intersection number (c2(X).D). Although the 
value (c2(X).D) itself is not well-defined for </?,. it does not depend on the choice of D 
such that <p = $D whether (c2(X)..D) = 0 or not. This is due to the pseudo-effectivity 
of C2(X) ([Mi]). We call ip a C2-contraction if (c2(X).D) = 0. For example, a pencil 
ip : X ->• P1 is a C2-contraction if and only if the general fiber of tp is an abelian surface. 

Our first task in this direction is to enlarge our earlier classification of 
C2-contractions in the simply connected case ([Og 2, 3, 4]) to the one in the general 
case as in (0.3) below. For the statement, we recall the following pairs of an abelian 
threefold and its specific Gorenstein automorphism: the pair (A3,^3), where A3 is the 
product threefold A3 := E^ of the elliptic curve EQ3 of period Cs = exp(27r273) and 
#3 is its automorphism diag(C3, Cs? Cs); and the pair (A7,g7), where A7 is the Jacobian 
threefold of the Klein quartic curve C = (xoxf -f xix^ + X2X0 = 0) C P2 and g7 is 
the automorphism of A7 induced by the automorphism of C given by [XQ : xi : X2] *-* 
[CT^O • Cl^i : (7#2]- We call (A3, ^3) the Calabi pair and (A7,g7) the Klein pair. 

THEOREM (0.3). Let X be a Calabi-Yau threefold. Assume that X admits a C2- 
contraction cp : X —> W such that dim(W) > 2. Then, X is smooth and is birational 
to either one of the following: 

(1) a crepant resolution of a Gorenstein quotient (S x E)/G of the product of a 
normal K3 surface S and an elliptic curve E, where by a normal K3 surface we mean 
a normal surface whose minimal resolution is a K3 surface; 

(2) the crepant resolution of A/G, where (A, G) is either the Calabi pair, its 
modification, the Klein pair, Igusa's pair or refined Igusa's pair. 
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(See (3.3), (3.4), (3-6) and (3.7) for more precise statement and structures.) 
The main idea of the proof of Theorem (0.3) is to modify ip : X —> W toward one of 

the threefolds described in (0.3) by taking appropriate coverings, Stein factorisations, 
Albanese maps or by running log mimimal model program, as intrinsically as possible 
in order to inherite group actions biregularly. This idea itself is same as the one in 
the simply connected case and, indeed, most part of the proof toward the case (2) 
can be done by a combination of (0.1) and more or less obvious minor modification of 
[Og2, 3]. However, the first author should confess that his argument of [Og4, Section 
3] concerning lifting of certain group actions contains a gap, which he noticed around 
August 1999, and the argument [Og4, Sections 3, 4] toward the case (1) is not available. 
(Claim (3.4) in [Og4] is false and the right statement is that z/ in (3.4) is at best the 
normalisation in a certain finite field extension. Therefore, v is not intrinsic so that 
the lifting argument there and the argument after that seem to be broken.) Unlike 
the argument there, which is based on the theory of quasi-product threefolds, our new 
idea here is to apply again the notion of the minimal splitting covering of Beauville, 
especially, its uniqueness property, after taking the same reduction as in [Og4, Section 
2]. Fortunately, this argument also recovers the main result [Og4] as its own form and 
even simplifies the proof. This will be done in Section 3, especially in (3.7). 

The final aim of this paper is to show the following: 
THEOREM (0.4). Each Calabi-Yau threefold X admits only finitely many differ- 

ent C2-contractions up to isomorphism. In particular, X admits only finitely many 
different abelian pencil structures up to Aut(X). 

This result is particularly motivated by the following work on the finiteness of 
fiber spaces coming from "the opposite side" of the cone: 

THEOREM [OP, MAIN THEOREM 1 AND REMARK IN SECTION 3]. Let X be a 
Calabi-Yau threefold and let H be an ample divisor on X and e > 0 a positive real 
number. SetA€(X) := {x <E A(X)\(c2(X).x) > e(H2.x)}. 

(1) Assume that C2(X) > 0 on A(X) — {0}. Then, X admits only finitely many 
different fibrations. 

(2) More generally, the cardinality of the fibrations ip : X —> W such that 
(p*A(W) C Ae(X) is finite. D 

Both Theorem (0.4) and Theorem [OP] are related positively to the Cone Con- 
jecture posed by D. Morrison [MD]. However, these two Theorems are completely 
different both in nature and in proof. Proof of Theorem [OP] is based on the bound- 
edeness results of log surfaces due to Alexeev [Al] and the compactness of the domain 
{x 6 Ae(X)\(c2(X).x) < B}. Compactness, in particular, implies the finiteness of 
the lattice points in the domain. Main idea in [OP] is to reduce the problem to this 
finiteness by applying the boundedness. Therefore, the result claims the finiteness of 
fiber spaces in question themselves. (See [OP] for details.) However, this compactness 
reduction does not work any more for C2-contractions. In addition, there actually 
exists a Calabi-Yau threefold which admits infinitely many different abelian pencils 
([Ogl, Section 4]). Therefore, contrary to [OP], the finiteness of C2-contractions them- 
selves are false in general and it should be the core of (0.4) that we modulo them up 
by automorphisms. Outline of proof of (0.4) is as follows: We first take the maximal 
C2-contraction of X ((4.1)) and denote this by tpo : X -> WQ. This <po has a property 
that any C2-contraction factors through ipo. Then we divide into cases according to the 
structure of ipo. The essential case is the case where ipo falls into the case (1) of (0.3). 
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In this case, we divide our problem into two parts: finiteness of contractions of Wo 
up to isomorphisms; and, lifting of automorphisms of Wo to ipo : X -» WQ. We apply 
Kawamata's finiteness result of relatively minimal models of a Calabi-Yau fiber space 
[Kaw5, Theorem (3.6)] to the second part and an equivariant Torelli Theorem for pair 
(5, G) of K3 surface and its finite automorphism group ((1.8), (1.10)) to the first part. 
We need the finiteness of minimal models, because minimal models of X are no more 
unique. The role of our equivariant Torelli Theorem may be more or less apparent by 
the fact that WQ is birational to S/G for some (S,G). Full verification of (0.4) will 
be given in Section 4. It might be also worth while noticing here that, in order to ex- 
amine automorphisms toward finiteness, Kawamata [Kaw5] extended Torelli Theorem 
to the one over non-closed field and applied "vertically" to his finiteness result, while 
we extended it to the one with finite group action and applied "horizontally" to our 
finiteness result. 

We formulate our equivariant Torelli Theorem in Section 1. Besides the present 
application (see also (2.23)(IV)), this Theorem has been also applied to study finite 
automorphism groups of K3 surfaces by [OZ1, 2, 3]. 
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Thoughout this paper, in addition to the notation and terminology in [Ha], [KMM] 
and in Introduction, we employ the following: 

Notation, Terminology and Convention. 
(0.1). Every variety in this paper is assumed to be normal, projective and defined 

over C unless stated otherwise. The open convex cone generated by the ample classes 
in N1^) :— ({Cartier divisors}/ =) 0 E is called the ample cone and is denoted by 
A(X). Its closure A{X) is called the nef cone. A dJ-Cartier divisor D on X is said to 
be semi-ample if there exists a positive integer m such that \mD\ is free. 
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(0.2). Two contractions ip : X -» W and cp' : Xf -+ W are said to be isomorphic 
if there exist isomorphisms F : X -» X' and / : W -» W such that if' o F — f o ip: 

X —^   X' 

P 
/ 

Two contractions of X, y? : X -¥ W and ip* : X -+ W are said to be identically 
isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism / : W -> Wf such that ^J' = focp. Identically 
isomorphic contractions should be considered to be the same. It is important to 
distinguish these two notions, isomorphic and identically isomorphic, especially in the 
case where X = X'. For example, two natural projections pi : X x X —>• X are clearly 
isomorphic but never identically isomorphic. Their difference in terms of the nef cone 
is as follows: Two contractions ip : X —> W and ip' : X -> W are isomorphic if and 
only if there exists an autmorphism F G Aut(X) such that F*(p*A(W) = {tp'TACW'), 
while these two are identically isomorphic if and only if (p*A(W) — ((^/)*^4(W). 

(0.3). Let X be a Gorenstein variety such that Ox(Kx) — Ox- We denote by 
^x a generater of H0(Ox(Kx))- A finite automorphism group G C Aut(X) is called 
Gorenstein if g*(jJx = ^x for each g G G. 

(0.4). Throughout this paper, we often need to examine an object with a faithful 
group action G r\ S. We distinguish several notions concerning "fixed loci" by using 
the following different symbols: 
S9 := {s G S\g(s) = s} for g G G; 
SG := HgeoS9, the set of points which are fixed by all the elements of G; 

Sl^l := UgeG-{i}S9i ^he set of points which are fixed by some non-trivial element of 
G. An action G rx S is said to be fixed point free if S^ = 0. 

(0.5). Let G be a finite group and X a variety with a group action px : G —> 
Aut(X). A contraction <p : X -> W is said to be G-stable if there exists a repre- 
sentation pw - G —> Aut(W) which satisfies ip o px(g) = Pw(g) 0 <P> Note that the 
representation pw is uniquely determined by px and (p. The G-stability of the con- 
traction is also equivalent to the existence of a line bundle D G Pic(X)G such that 
<p = <f>D' Two G-stable contractions y? : X —> W and ip* : X1 -> W are said to be 
G-equivariantly isomorphic if there exist isomorphisms F : X —> X' and / : W —> W 
such that 

<p' oF = fop, Fopx(g) = px'{g)0F, fopw(g) = pw'(g)0f- 

(0.6). Cn :— exp(27rv/--T/^)) the primitive n-th root of unity in C. 
(0.7). We denote some specific groups appearing in this paper by the following 

fairly standard symbols: 
Cn := (a\an = 1), the cyclic group of order n; 
F>2n •— (o., b\an = b2 = 1, bab = a"1) c^ Cn x G2, the dihedral group of order 2n; 
Q4n := (a, b\a2n = 1, an = 62,6~1a6 = ^i-1), the binary dihedral group of order 4n; 

5n := AutSet({l7 2, • • • , n}), the n-th symmetric group; 
An := Ker(sgn : Sn -> {±1}), the n-th alternative group. 

(0.8). Let A := Cd/A be a d-dimensional complex torus. By abuse of language, 
we call global coordinates (■Zi,Z2, ...?^d) of Cn global coordinates of A if they are ob- 
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tained by an affine transformation of the natural global coordinates of Cd given by 
the z-th projections. When the origin 0 of A is specified and A is regarded as a group 
variety, we identify A with its translation group in the natural manner and denote by 
(A)n the group of n-torsion points and by t* the translation given by * G A. Under 
this identification, we have A\it(A) = A xi AutLie(^), where AutLie(^) is the subgroup 
consisting of the elements g such that g(0) = 0. We often call the second factor of 
h G Aut(A) under this decomposition, the Lie part of h and denote it by ho. We also 
denote by E^ the elliptic curve whose period is C in the upper half plane. 

(0.9). In this paper, we often regard group actions on varieties as the so-called 
co-action through their coordinates. The advantage of this convention is that we may 
then describe its action on cohomology as if it were covariant, namely, (ab)* = a*6*. 

(0.10). We abbreviate by SK the scalar extension S <&z K of the space 5. 

1. An equivariant Torelli Theorem for K3 surfaces with finite group 
action and its applications. Let X be a K3 surface and G C Aut(X) a finite 
automorphism group. Throughout this section this pair {X, G) is fixed. The aim of 
this section is to formulate an equivariant version of the Torelli Theorem (1.8) which 
describes the automorphisms of X which commute with G in terms of their actions on 
cohomology, and apply this to get more geometrical consequences (1.9)-(1.11). The 
core of the formulation is to define the G-equivariant reflection group (1.6). 

(1.1). As usual, we consider the second cohomology group H2(X,Z) as a lattice 
by the non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form (*.*) induced by the cup product. We 
denote by 0(H2(X,Z)) the orthogonal group of H2(X,Z). 

(1.2).  For the convenience of the formulation, we introduce the following notation 
which in principle follows the rule that U denotes the G-invariant part of the abstract 
one U'.  (The reason behind this usage of notation is the fact that G-invariant part 
plays more important roles in our formulation.) Another rule is that the symbol W+ 

indicates a subgroup of a group W: 
S' := H^iX) H H2(X, Z), the Neron-Severi lattice of X; 
AT := {[E] G S'\E C X, E ~ P1}, the set of nodal classes; 
S := (5/)G(= {x G S'\g*(x) = xfor all<? G G}); 
T := S± = {x G #2(X,Z)|(x.?/) = Ofor ally G 5}, the orthogonal lattice of S in 
H2(X, Z) (Note that T contains the transcendental lattice of X.)\ 
S* := Hom(5, Z), which we always regard as an overlattice of 5, S C 5* C SQ, via 
the non-degenerate pairing (*.*)|S; 
(C)0 := the positive cone of X, that is, the connected component of the space {x G 
(Sf)R\(x.x) > 0} containing the ample classes; 
C := the union of (C)0 and all Q-rational rays in the boundary ^(C7)0 of (C/)0(C 

C:=(c,)G = ctnsR] 

A' := the intersection of the nef cone A(X) and C7; 
A := {A')G = A' H SR; 

Q := {/ G AutpQI/ o g = g o /for allp G G}; 
0(5) := the orthogonal group of the lattice 5 preserving C; 
0(S)+ := the subgroup of 0(5) consisting of the elements of the form r|5, where r 
is a Hodge isometry of H2(X, Z) such that rg* = g*T for all g G G (Note that by the 
last condition, such r always satisfy r(5) = 5); 
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P(S):= {a e 0(S)\a(A) = A}] 
P(5)+ := {a € 0(S)\a = /*|5for some/ e Q}. 

We should keep in mind the following easy facts and relations: 
LEMMA (1.3). 
(1) S is an even hyperbolic lattice if rank S > 2. 
(2) The interior A0 of A consists of the G-invariant ample classes of X and is 

non-empty. Moreover, A0 = (A')0 H SR. 

(3) f*(S) = S and /*|5 G P(5)+ for all f G Q. In other words, P(S)+ is the 
image of the homomorphism Q -t O(S) given by f ^ f*\S. In particular, cr(A) = A 
for each a e P(S)+. 

(4) Set 0(S)++ := {a G 0{S)\(T\(S*/S) = id}. Then, 0(5)++ C 0(S)+ C 
O(S) and each of these inclusions is of finite index. 

Proof. The assertions (1) and (2) are clear. Note that a Hodge isometry a of 
iJ2(X, Z) satisfies o-(S) = S if ag* = g*a for all g G G. This implies the assertion 
(3). We show the assertion (4). Since 0(S)++ = Ker(0(S) -► Aut(S*/S)) and 
Aut(5*/5) is a finite group, 0(5)++ C O(S) is of finite index. It remains to show 
that 0(5)++ C 0(S)+. Let a be an element of 0(S)++. Since <T\{S*/S) = id, the 
pair (a, id) G 0(5') x 0(T) can be extended to an element r G 0(H2(X,Z)). This r is 
a Hodge isometry, because [ux] G Tc and r|T = id. Moreover, given g G G, we have 
rog* = g* or on H2(X, Z), because rog* = g* or(= cr) on 5 and rog* = g* or(= 0*) 
onT. Hence a G 0(5)+. D 

(1.4). Let us define the right object A/' for A/'7. Unfortunately, A/* is larger 
than the set (Af1)0, in general. Let [6] G A/7 and define a reduced divisor i? by 

2? := (X^eG <7*(fr))red and denote by B — Y&Li Bk the decomposition of B into the 
connected components, where and in what follows, we identify [b] with the unique 
smooth rational curve b which represents [6]. Then, G acts on the set {Bk}2Li 
transitively, and the value (Bk-Bk) is then independent of k. Moreover, since Bk 
is connected and reduced, using the Reimann-Roch Theorem and the exact sequence 
0 4 Ox(-Bk) -*Ox^ OBk -> 0, we see that 1 > 1 -Pa(Bk) = -(Bk.Bk)/2. This 
implies (Bk.Bk) = -2 if (Bk.Bk) < 0. Set 

Af:={beMf\(Bk.Bk) = -2}, 

and define for b G AT and k G {1,2,..., n(6)} the reflection r^ on H2(X, Z) by r^ (a:) = 
x + {x.Bk)Bk. It is easily seen that rBk are Hodge isometries and satisfy r^ (C) = C', 
TBU o rBt = ^ o rBfc and r|fe = id. 

By using the last two formulae in (1.4), we readily obtain 
LEMMA (1.5). 

(1) (Un
k=l rBh){x) =x + Zn

k
{V(x.Bk)Bk for x G H*(X,Z). 

(2) (m{=lrBk)
2=id. a 

Now G-equivariant reflection group is defined as follows: 

DEFINITION (1.6). Set Rb := Yll=lrBk for b G J\f and define a subgroup T of 
0(H2(X, Z)) by F := (i?& | b G A/'). We call this group F the G-equivariant reflection 
group of the pair (X, G). 

LEMMA (1.7). 
(1) F C 0(S)+, or more precisely, for each a e T, the restriction a\S lies in 

0(S)+ and satisfies a = id if a\S = id. 
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(2) The cone A is a fundamental domain for the action T on C7 that is, A satisfies 
that (j{A0) PiA0^$if and only if a — id, and that T • A — C. 

Proof. Take x G S1 and g G G. Using (1.5), we calculate 

n(6). 

g* o Rh{x) = g*{x) + ^(x.Bfc)^^) 
Jfe=i 

n{b) 

= 9*{*) + Y,b*(*)-9*{Bk))g*{Bk) 
k=l 

n(b) 

= g*(x) + Yt(g*(x).Bk)Bk 
k=i 

= Rbog*(x). 

Hence g* o Rh — Rb o g* and therefore, i?6(5) = S. Since i?&(C') = C, this also gives 
i?&(C) = C. Moreover, Rb is a Hodge isometry, because Rb{[^x]) — [wx\- Therefore 
Rh e 0(5)+. Assume that cr|5 = id for some a £ F. Then, a(A0) fl A0 ^ 0, and in 
particular, ^((^t7)0) fl (^l')0 / 0- This implies a = id, because A' is the fundamental 
domain for the action (r& | b G A/7) on C (see for example [BPV, Chap.VIII, Proposition 
(3.9)]). It remains to check the equality T • A = C. Recall that G acts transitively 
on the set {£*}£=! and satisfies (x.g*(Bk)) = (g*(x).g*(Bk)) = (x.Bk) for x G 5K if 
g e G. Therefore, (x.Bk) = (x.Bi) for x G 5R and for b e Af, and we get i?&(a:) = 

x 4- (x.-Bi) X^fcii -^fc- This formula shows that J^fel/SiR is nothing but a reflection with 
respect to the hyperplane defined by (* J9i) = 0. Recall that by (1.3) (1) the subgroup 
(of index two) of the orthogonal group 0(5R) preserving 0° makes the quotient space 
C0/E>o a Lobachevskii space. Then, we can apply the general theory on the discrete 
reflection group on Lobachevskii space [Vi] to see that the space 

A := {x G C | (x.B^ > Ofor all6 G A/*} 

is a fundamental domain for the action F on C. Therefore, it is sufficient to check 
A = A. It is clear that A C A. Let x G A and take b e W. Then, (x.Bi) = c(x.b), 
where c is the number of the irreducible components of Bi, because x is G-invariant. 
If b $. N, then {Bi.Bi) > 0, and therefore, (x.Bi) > 0 by the Hodge index Theorem. 
If b G A/*, then (rr.Bi) > 0 by the definition of A. Hence, (x.b) > 0 for all b G A/7. This 
gives AC A. U 

Now we can formulate an equivariant Torelli Theorem as follows. This is a re- 
formulation of the abstract version of the Torelli Theorem for K3 surfaces [SPP] in 
an equi variant setting and is also regarded as a sort of generalisation of the Torelli 
Theorem for Enriques surfaces due to Horikawa and Yukihiko Namikawa ([Ho], [Nm]). 

THEOREM (1.8). T is a normal subgroup ofO(S)+ and fits in with the semi-direct 
decomposition 0(S)+ = T x P(S)+. 

Proof. Let a be an element of 0(S)+ and take y G A0. Applying (1.7)(2) for <T(y), 
we find an element r G T such that r_1 o a(y) G A0. Note that r_1 o a G 0(S)+ by 
(1.7)(1). Then, there exists a Hodge isometry p G 0(H2(X, Z)) such that p\S = r-1 oa 
and that p o g* = g* o p for all g € G. In addition, this p is also effective, because 
p(y) = r'1 o a(y) G p((^/)0) H (A')0. Hence, by the Torelli Theorem for K3 surfaces 
[PSS], [BPV, Chap.IIIV], there exists / G Aut(X) such that /* = p. Moreover, 
fog = gof for all g G G again by the Torelli Theorem, because /*og* = g*of*. Hence 
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/ 6 Q and /*|5 € P(5)+ by (1.3)(3). Since /*|5 = r"1 oa, we get 0(5)+ = r-P(5)+. 
Assume that ror = r'or' for some r,r' G Fandr,^ G P(5)+. Since TO(T

,
)~

1
(.A) = ^4 

(1.3)(3), we have r'1 or1 {A) = A. Therefore, by (1.7)(2), we obtain r'1 or' = id. This 
shows the uniqueness of the factorisation of elements of 0(S)+. It remains to show 
that F is a normal subgroup of 0(S)+. For this, it is now enough to check that for 
each b G J\f and a G P(S)+ there exists an element b' € ]\f such that a~loRho(j = Rv. 
Let us choose / G Q such that a = f*\S. Then, we calculate 

a'1 o Rb o a(x) = (Z"1)* o Rb o /*(*) 

n(6) 

=ar+x;(r(^)-ft)(r1r(ft) 
i=l 

n(6) 
= a; + ^(a;.(/-

1)*(JBi))(/-
1)*(Si). 

i=l 

In addition, we have (/~1)*(&) G J\f, because b G A/" and /* o ^* = g* o f*. Therefore, 
we may take this (/~1)*(&) as 6'. D 

Theorem (1.8) provides some more geometrical consequences. The first one is a 
generalisation of the main result of H. Sterk [St] (see also [Kaw5, Section 2]) to an 
equivariant setting: 

COROLLARY (1.9). There exists a finite rational polyhedral fundamental domain 
A for the action P(S)+ on A. 

Proof Note that 0(5)+ is of finite index in the arithemetic group 0(5) of the 
self-dual homogeneous cone C by (1.3)(4). Then, by [AMRT, Chap.II, Pages 116-117], 
there exists a finite rational polyhedral fundamental domain A for the action 0(5)+ 

on C. Translating A by an appropriate element of T if necessary, we take such A 
as (A)0 n A0 ^ 0. This A satisfies A C A. (Indeed, otherwise, there would be an 
element b G Af such that the wall Hb = {x G 5M|(X.6) = 0} of A satisfies (A)0nHb ^ 0. 
However, since Rh(y) =yfoiye (A)0niJ&, we would then have Rb((A)0)n(A)0 ^ 0, a 
contradiction.) Now, combining P(5)+ = 0(5)+/r (1.8), P(5)+ -A = A (1.3)(3) and 
the fact that A is a fundamental domain for the action F on C (1.7) (2), we conclude 
that this A gives a desired fundamental domain. D 

COROLLARY (1.10). Let Z be a normal K3 surface and Gz a finite automorphism 
group of Z. Then Z admits only finitely many Gz stable contractions up to Gz- 
equivariant isomorphism. 

Proof First consider the case where Z is smooth. Let A be the fundamental 
domain found in (1.9) for (Z, Gz) and decompose A into its locally closed strata, 
A = Ai U A2 U • • • U An. Then, any two Q-rational points H1 and H2 in the same 
strata A; give Gz-equivariantly isomorphic G^-stable contractions, because, as there 
exist positive integers mi, m2 and ms such that m2i?2 — miHi^m^Hx — m2H2 G Af, 
by the semi-ampleness of rational nef divisors on a K3 surface [SD], the contractions 
given by Hi and H2 factor through each other and hence Gz-equivariantly isomorphic. 
Let $ : Z' ->> W be a O^-stable contraction and choose a Gz-invariant line bundle H 
such that $ = §H- Then, by (1.9) and (1.3)(3), there exist an integer i G {1,2, ...,n} 
and / G Q (for Z) such that f*([H]) G A^. Therefore, the result follows for smooth 
Z. 

Next consider the case where Z is singular. Let 1/ : Y -» Z be the minimal 
resolution, Gy the unique equivariant lift of the action Gz on Y and E the exceptional 
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divisor of v. Then, E is a disjoint sum of reduced divisors of Dynkin type and is stable 
under Gy. Moreover, Y admits only finitely many Gy-stable contractions up to Gy- 
equivariant isomorphism by the previous argument. Let us denote the representatives 
of the Gy-stable contractions of Y by §i : Y —> Wi (i = 1,2,...,/). Each of these 
$i is either an elliptic fibration or a birational contraction. In particular, for each 
$2-, there are only finitely many effective reduced divisors Eij (j = 1,2,..., J^) on 
Y satisfying that E^ is a disjoint sum of reduced divisors of Dynkin type, stable 
under Gy and dim<f>i(Eij) = 0. Let i/ij : Y -> Zij be the contraction of E^ and 
tpij : Z^ —> Wi the induced contraction. Then, Gy descends equivariantly to the 
action on Z^ and makes ipij Gy-stable. Let ip : Z —>• W be a G^-stable contraction 
of Z and set $ := ip o v : Y -> W. Then, this $ is Gy-stable. Therefore, there 
exist i and isomorphisms F : Y c^ Y and / : W ~ Wi such that $ : Y -> W and 
$i : Y -> Wi are Gy-equivariantly isomorphic by F and /. Since F(E) satisfies all 
the defining properties of Eij, there also exists j such that F(E) = Eij. Therefore, 
F descends to give an isomorphism F' : Z -> Z^. This F' together with / gives 
a Gz-equivariant isomorphism (with respect to the representation Gz —> Aut(Zij) 
through Gy) between (j>: Z -4 W and cpij : Z^ —y Wi. Now we are done. □ 

Next, as an application of (1.7)(2), we show the following generalisation of the 
result of S. Kondo [KS, Lemma(2.1)]. 

COROLLARY (1.11). Let (X,G) be a pair of a K3 surface and its finite auto- 
morphism group and, as before, S the G-invariant part of the Neron-Severi group of 
X. 

(1) Assume that S represents 0. Then X admits a G-stable elliptic fibration. In 
particular, if the rank of S is greater than or equal to 5; then X admits a G-stable 
elliptic fibration. 

(2) Assume that S contains the even unimodular hyperbolic lattice U of rank 
2. Then X admits a G-stable Jacobian fibration, that is, a G-stable elliptic fibration 
having at least one G-stable global sections. In particular, if rankS > 3 + l(S), where 
l(S) is the minimal number of generaters of the finite abelian group S*/S, then X 
admits a G-stable Jacobian fibration. 

Proof of (1). By the assumption, there exists a primitive point x G dC ft 5. By 
(1.7)(2), translating x by an appropriate element of F, we obtain a primitive point 
y E A such that (y.y) — 0. This y gives a G-stable elliptic fibration on X. The 
last assertion now follows from the famous arithmetical fact due to [Se, Page 43] 
that every indefinite rational quadratic form of n-variables represents 0 provided that 
n>5. □ 

Proof of (2). Choose an integral basis (e,c) of U such that (e.e) = 0, (e.c) = 1 
and (c.c) = —2. Then as in (1), by translating e by an appropriate element of F, we 
may assume that e is the class of a smooth fiber E of an G-stable elliptic fibration 
(/? : X -> P1. Let us also choose an divisor C such that c — [C]. Then, by the 
Riemann-Roch Theorem and the Serre duality, we obtain 

h\Ox{C)) + h\Ox{-C)) > xiPxiP)) = (c2/2) + 2 = 1. 

Since (C.E) = 1, we have h0(Ox(-C)) = 0. Therefore h0(Ox(C)) > 0. Let |C| = 
F + \M\ be the decomposition of \C\ into the fixed component and the movable part. 
Since \M\ is free ([SD, Corollary 3.2]), by the Bertini Theorem, we may assume that M 
itself is a smooth divisor. Note also that the divisor F is G-stable by g*\C\ = \C\ for all 
g G G and by the uniqueness of the fixed part. In addition, we have either (F.E) — 0 
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and (M.E) = 1 or (F.E) = 1 and (M.E) = 0, because 1 = (C.E) = (F.E) 4- (M.E) 
and E is nef. Assume that the first case happens. Then, M must be a global section 
of ip by the smoothness of M and by (E.M) = 1, and would then satisfy (M2) = —2. 
However, this contradicts the fact that \M\ is the movable part. Therefore, (M.E) = 0 
and (F.E) = 1. Write the irreducible decomposition of F as F = Co + J2 miCii where 
(CQ.E) = 1 and (Ci.E) = 0 for i > 1. Then Co is a section and all other C* (i > 1) 
are vertical with respect to cp. Thus, Co is also G-stable. Therefore, this Co gives a 
desired section. The last statement now follows from the splitting Theorem due to 
Nikulin [Ni2, Corollary 1.13.5]. D 

2. Calabi-Yau threefolds with infinite fundamental group. In this sec- 
tion we study Calabi-Yau threefolds with infinite fundamental group. As is already 
remarked in Introduction, such threefolds are smooth. Therefore, we may speak of 
their minimal splitting coverings introduced by Beauville, which, in the threefold case, 
is summarised as follows: 

SUMMARY (2.1)([BE2, SECTION 3]). Let X be a smooth threefold with infinite 
fundamental group such that Ci(X) = 0 in H2(X,E). Then, by the Bogomolov 
decomposition Theorem, such an X admits an etale Galois covering either by an 
abelian threefold or by the product of a K3 surface and an elliptic curve. We also 
call X of Type A in the former case and of Type K in the latter case. Among many 
candidates of such coverings for a given X, there always exists the smallest one which 
is known to be unique for each X up to isomorphism as a covering space and is 
obtained by posing one additional condition on the Galois group G that G contains 
no non-zero translations in the former case and that G contains no elements of the 
form (id, non-zero translation) in the later case. According to Beauville, we call this 
smallest covering the minimal splitting covering of X. □ 

We study Calabi-Yau threefolds of Type A in the subsection (2A) and those of 
Type K in (2K) through their minimal aplitting coverings. 

2A. Calabi-Yau threefolds of Type A. The aim of this subsection is to show 
Theorem (0.1) in Introduction. 

Proof of (0.1)(I). 

First of all, we introduce the following: 
DEFINITION (2.2). A finite group G is called a Calabi-Yau group of Type A (resp. 

a pre-Calabi-Yau group of Type A), which, throughout this subsection, is abbreviated 
by a CY. group (resp. by a pre-CY. group), if there exist an abelian threefold A and 
a faithful representation G <->■ Aut(A) which satisfy the following conditions (1) - (4) 
(resp. (1) - (3)): 

(1) G contains no non-zero translations; 
(2) g*WA = UA for all g £ G; 
(3) AM = 0; 
(4) H0(A,Sl]i)

G = {0}. 
In each case we call A a target abelian threefold. D 

Then the proof of (I) is equivalent to classifying C Y. groups together with their 
actions on target abelian threefolds. The following inductive nature of pre-CY. groups 
turns out to be useful: 

LEMMA (2.3). IfG is a pre-CY. group, then so are all the subgroups of G. In 
other words, if G contains a non pre-CY. group, then G is not a pre-CY. group, 
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either. D 
LEMMA (2.4). Let G be a pre-C.Y. group, A its target abelian threefold and 

p : G ->■ GL(H0(A:QI
1

A)) the natural representation. Then: 

(1) p is injective. 
(2) Im(p) C SL(H0(A,n\)). 
(3) Let g be an element of G and setn = ord(g). Then, n G {1,2,3,4,6}. More- 

over, there exists a basis of ii/0(^4,f^) under which g*\H0(A,Sl1^) — diag(lXnXnk) 
for some k such that (n, k) = 1. 

Proof. The assertions (1) and (2) are clear. Let us show the assertion (3). Choose 
a basis of H0(A, Q.^) under which the matrix representaion of g*\H0(A, f]^) is diago- 
nalised and write g* = diag(a, 6, c). Then, there exist global coordinates (x,y,z) of A 
such that the (co-)action of g on A is of the form g(x, y, z) = (ax+p, by+q, cz+r). Sup- 
pose a ^ 1, b^ 1, andc^ 1. Then, the point P = (p/(l - a),q/(l - 6),r/(l - c)) G A 
is a fixed point of #, a contradiction. Therefore we may assume a — 1, b = (n 

and c = ^~1 (by replacing g by an appropriate generater of (g) and reordering 
the basis if necessary). Recall that ^(A.C) = #0(A,ft^) 0 iJ0(A,^). Then, 
^Itf^AC) =diag(l,Cn,Cn1

5lJCn1
JCn). Hence, ^(n) < (6-2)/2 = 2, and therefore, 

n€ {1,2,3,4,6}, because ^*|if1(A,C) is the scalar extension of g^lH1 (A, Z). □ 
First, we determine commutative pre-C.Y. groups. 
LEMMA (2.5). Let G be a commutative pre-C.Y. group and A a target abelian 

threefold. Then G is isomorphic to either Cn, where 1 < n < 6 and n ^ 5, or C®2. 
In particular, there exist no commutative pre-C.Y. groups of order > 7. Moreover, if 
G is a commutative C. Y. group, then G is isomorphic to C®2 and the action of G on 
#0(A,^) is same as in (0.1) (I) (1). 

Proof. Set G = (#i) 0 • • • © (gr) ~ Cni 0 Cn2 0 • • • 0 Cnr, where r > 0 and 
2 < ni|n2| • • • \nr. If r < 1, then we get the result by (2.4)(3). Assume that r > 2. 
Let i,j be two integers such that 1 < i < j < r. Then, using gigj = gjgi and (2.4)(3), 
and replacing gi and gj by other generaters of (gi) and (gj) if necessary, we may find a 
basis of i70(,4,^) under which g^\H0(A,Ql

1
A) and g^\H0(A,Q\) are simulteneously 

diagonalised as either one of the following forms: 

(1) flfj = diag(l, (ni, C^1) and g] = diag(l, ^, C/) or 

(2) gt = diag(l, Cm, C/) and ^ = diag^"1,1, CnJ. 

In the former case, we have ^* = (gj)nj^n\ whence by (2.4)(1), gi = (<7j)ni//nS a 
contradiction. In the latter case, we calculate 

9i9j =diag(Cni
1
JCnt-,C^1Cni) and (^~1)*^* = diag^-1,^1,^-^). 

Therefore, by(2.4) (3), we get Cn/Cn,- = Cn.Cn, = 1- This implies Cn, = Cn, = -1 
and ni — 2 for alH = 1,2, • • • , r again by (2.4)(3). In particular, 

gl = diag(l, -1, -1) and g^ = diag(-l, 1, -1). 
Assume that r > 3. Then, g^ must be of the form diag(—1, —1,1). However, 

then, glg^ = #3, whence gig2 = gs, a contradiction. Therefore, if r > 2, then 
G ~ C®2 and there exists a basis of H0(A, Q^) under which g^ = diag(l, —1,-1) 
and #2 — diag(—1,1,-1). The remaining assertions follow from this description and 
(2.4)(3). □ 

Let us examine non-comutative pre-C. Y. groups. First we estimate their orders. 
The following two Theorems are extremally useful: 

THEOREM (2.6) (WIELANDT, EG.[KT, CHAP.2, THEOREM (2.2)]). Let G be 
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an arbitrary finite group, p a prime number and h a positive integer such that ph\\G\. 
Then there exists a subgroup H of G such that \H\ = ph. D 

THEOREM (2.7) (BURNSIDE-HALL, EG. [SU, PAGE 90, COROLLARY 2]). Let K 
be an arbitrary p-group and H a maximal, normal commutative subgroup of G. Set 
\G\ = pn and \H\ = ph. Then h(h + 1) > 2n. D 

LEMMA (2.8). LetG be apre-C.Y. group. Then, \G\ is either 2n or2n-3; where 
n is an integer such that 0 < n < 3; or more explicitly, \G\ 6 {1,2,3,4,6,8,12,24}. 

Proof. By (2.6) and (2.4)(3), we have \G\ = 2n • 3m, where m and n are some 
non-negative integers. Assume for a contradiction that m > 2. Then, by(2.6), G 
contains a subgroup H of order 32. This H must be a pre-C.Y. group by (2.3) and is 
also commutative. However, this contradicts (2.5). Therefore m = 0 or 1. Assume to 
the contrary, that n > 4. Then, again by (2.6), G contains a subgroup H of order 24. 
Let K be a maximal normal commutative subgroup of H and set \K\ = 2k. By (2.7), 
this k satisfies k(k + 1) > 8 and hence k > 3. However, this again contradicts (2.3) 
and (2.5). Therefore n < 3. D 

Combining this with the classification of non-commutative finite groups of small 
order (eg. [Bu, Chap.4, Pages 54-55 and Chap.5, Pages 83-89]), we get: 

COROLLARY (2.9). LetG be apre-C.Y. group. Assume thatG is non-commutative 
and satisfies \G\ < 12. Then G is isomorphic to either one of DQ(~ S3), D$, Q$, D12, 
Q12 or A4. D 

Next we show that among the candidates in (2.9), only Ds can be realised as a 
C.Y. group of Type A. For proof, let us recall the following: 

PROPOSITION (2.10) (EG. [KT, CHAP.8, PAGES 273-275]).  Up to equivalence, 
the complex linear irreducible representaions of I^n (^3 < n G Z), QAU (1 < n £ Z) 
and A4 are given as follows: 

(DQ). D2n = (a, 6|an = b2 = l,bab = a-1) such that n = 0(mod2): 

(1) pi?o : a \-> 1,& i-> 1; pi9i : a H-> 1,6 »-> —1; pi;2 : a *-} —1,6 h-> 1; pi 3 : a \-^ 
-1,6^-1; 

(2) p2,k : a H-> I I1 /._k j , 6 H-)> I 1; where k is an integer such that 

l<k<n/2-l. 

(JDI). D2n = (a,6|an = 62 = l,6a6 = a-1) such that n = l(mod2): 

(1) Pi,o : a i-> 1,6 »-> 1; p11 : a »->• 1,6 i-> — 1; 

fCk      0  \ f0l\ 
(2) p2,k : a *->   [fi    f-k ) ,6 H-»   I        n J; where k is an integer such that 

l<k<(n- 1)12. 

(Qo). QAU = (a,6|a2n = l,an = 62,6-1a6 = a"1) 5wcft ttot n = 0(moc?2): 

(1) pi5o : a i-> 1,6 !->• 1; pi,i : a i-> 1,6 H-> —1; p^ : a i-> —1,6 »->• 1; pi53 : a >-> 
-l,6H--l'; 

(2) P2,/ •' a ^ ( ?,n >-/ ) , 6 i-> f . n J ; where I is an integer such that 

l<k<n-l. 

(Qi)- QAU = (a,6|a2n = l,an = 62,6_1a6 = a-1) s^cfe tAat n = l(moc?2); 

(1) /9i?o : 0 i-^ 1,6 »-> 1; /9i?i : a i-> 1,6 v-t —1; pi?2 : a \-^ —1,6 w- ^4/ Pi,3 • a •-> 
-l,feh4 -C4; 
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(2) p2 i : a H*  (   ?.n i ) , b i->  I   .     ^   I , where I is an integer such that 

1 < k<n-l. 

(A4). A4 = <a,6)(C 54), ^ere a =' (123) and b = (12)(34): 

(1) pi,o : a H> 1,6 H^ 1; p^! : a H->" CSJ^ ^ 1/ Pi,2 • a ^ Cs-1?^ H> 1; 
fo  1  0 

(2) pz-.ai-t 0   0    1 
V1   0   0 

1 0 0 
0 -1 0 
0 0 -1 

,&H-      0-1       0       . □ 
\o   0   -ij 

LEMMA (2.11). Let G be a pre-C.Y. group and A a target abelian threefold. As- 
sume that G is isomorphic to either Ds, Qs or Q12. Then, the irreducible decomposi- 
tion of the natural representation p : G —> SL(H0(A, Ct\)) is of the form p = pi,i®p2,i 
if G ~ Ds and p = pi,o ® P2,i if G ~ Qs or Q12, where we adopt the same notation 
as in (2.10). In particular, if G is a C.Y. group, then G ~ D$ and the representation 
of G on H0(A, fi^) is equivalent to the one given in (0.1) (I) (2). 

Proof. Note that p is not isomorphic to a direct sum of three 1-dimensional repre- 
sentations, because p is injective and G is non-commutative. Then, the result follows 
from the list in (2.10) and (2.4)(1),(2). □ 

The next two Lemmas are crucial and their proofs involve geometric consideration 
based on the non-cohomological condition A^ =0. 

LEMMA (2.12). Neither DQ^ Ss) nor D12 is a pre-C.Y. group. 

Proof. The assertion for D12 follows from the one for DQ by (2.3), because DQ can 
be embedded in Di2> Assume to the contrary, that DQ = (a, b\a3 = b2 = 1, bab — a-1) 
is a pre-C.Y. group. Let A be a target abelian threefold and p : DQ -> SL(H0(A, d\)) 
the natural representation. Then, by the same argument as in (2.11), we obtain 
p = Pi,i 0 P2,i-  In other words, there exists a basis (^1,^2, ^3) of ^0(^4,0^) under 

7l     0       0  \ /-I    0    0\ 
which a* = I 0    £3      0       and 6* =       0     0    11. Let us fix an origin 0 of A and 

Vo 0 C3"1/ V 0  1 0) 
regard A as a group variety. Set a := a(0) and /? := 6(0). Then, we have a = ta o ao 
and 6 = tp o 60, where ao, 60 are the Lie part of a, 6. Set E := Ker(ao — id A : A -> A). 
This is a one-dimensional subgroup scheme of A. Let us take the identity component 
E of E and consider the quotient homomorphism TT : A -> S := A/E. Notice that E 
is an elliptic curve, S is an abelian surface and the fibers of TT are of the form E + s 
{s e A). 

CLAIM (2.13). G descends to an automorphism group of S, that is, there exist 
automorphisms a and 6 of S such that a o TT = TT O a and that 6 o TT = TT O 6. 

Proof of Claim. Let F be a fiber of TT and write F = E + s. Note that for 
x e A, we have a(x + s) = ta(ao(x + s)) = ta(ao(x) + ao(s)) = ao(^) + (oo(s) + a). 
Since ao(E) = E, this formula implies a(E + s) = E + (ao(s) + a). Therefore, a 
descends to the automorphism a of S given by 77(5) H-> 7r(ao(5) + «). Similarly, we 
have b(x + s) = 6o(x) + (60(5) 4- /?). Moreover, using ao6o = 6oa^1, we calculate 
ao(6o(e)) = 6o(a^1(e)) = 60(e) for e G E. Therefore 6o(^) C E. This implies 
60(E) = E, because 60 (0) = 0 € E. Hence, b(E + s) = E + (60(5) + p), and 6 also 
descends to the automorphism 6 of 5 defined by 77(5) i-> 7T(bo(s) 4- /?). D 

By construction, there exists a basis (^2^3) of H0(S, fi^) such that TT*^) = ^2 

and TT*^) = ^3. Using this basis, we have a* = (   *    r-\ ] and 6* = f ] on 
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H0(S, fi^). This expression, in particular, shows that Sa consists of isolated points. 
Therefore, using the canonical graded isomorphism 

H*(S,C) = ©Lo Afc (^(S,^) © H0(S,n^)) 

and applying topological Lefschetz fixed point formula, we readily obtain that |5a| = 9. 
On the other hand, the equality ab — ba-1 gives an equality a6 = 6a_1. Therefore, b 
acts on the nine point set Sa and has a fixed point s £ Sa, because ord(6) = 2. Put 
F := TT"

1
^). Then, b(F) = F and ^{^(F,^) = -1 by the description of a and b. 

Since F is an elliptic curve, Fb would then be non-empty. However this contradicts 
AW = 0. D 

LEMMA (2.14).   The group A* is not a pre-C.Y. group. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that A4 = (a, b) is a pre-C.Y. group, where a and b 

denote the elements defined in (2.10). Let A be a target abelian threefold and express 
A as A = C3 /A, where A is a discrete sublattice of C3 of rank 6. (In this proof, we 
regard A as a three dimensional complex torus rather than an abelian variety.) Then, 
using the same argument as in (2.11), we readily find global coordinates (zi,Z2,zs) of 
A under which the (co-)actions of a and 6 on A are written as follows: 

0(21,22,23) = (^2,23,21) + (ai,a2,a3), b(z1,Z2,z3) = (21,-22,-23) + (/?i,/?2,/?3). 

By this description, we obtain a3(zi1Z2jZs) = (21,22,23) + (a,a,a), where we put 
a := ai + a2 + 0:3. Since a3 = id, we have (a, a, a) G A. Set £ := £(a)a>a). Then, 
on the one hand, 6~1 o £ 0-6(^1,22,23) = (21,22,23) + (a, —a, —a) and, on the other 
hand, 6~1 o t o 6 = id, because (a, a, a) G A. Therefore, (a, —a, —a) G A and hence, 
(2a,0,0) = (a,a,a) + (a,—a,—a) G A. Consider the point P := [(0,a2 + #3,0:1 + 
a2 + 2a3)] G A. Then, a2(P) = (2ai + 2^2 + 2^3,#2 + 2^3,ai + #2 + 203) = 
(0, #2 + #3,01+02 + 203) + (2a, 0,0) = P, a contradiction. D 

In order to complete the proof of (0.1) (I), it remains to show the following: 
LEMMA (2.15). Let G be a group of order 24. Then G is not a C.Y. group. 
Proof. Assuming to the contrary, that there exists a C.Y. group G of order 24, 

we shall derive a contradiction. Our argument is based on the following classification 
of the groups of order 24: 

PROPOSITION (2.16) (EG. [BU, CHAPTER 9, PAGES 171-174]). Let G be an 
(arbitrary) group of order 24, H2 a 2-Sylow subgroup of G and Hz — (c)(— C3) a 
S-Sylow subgroup ofG. Then, H2 is isomorphic to either Cg, C20C4, C®3, Ds or Qs 
and G is isomorphic to one of the following 15 groups according to the isomorphism 
class of the 2-Sylow subgroup H2: 

(I)H2 = (a)~Cs: 

(VG-CsxCs; 
(72) G = (c, a) ~ C3 x Cs, where a~1ca = c_1. 

(7/) H2 = (a,b)~C2(BC4: 

(JJi)G~C3x(C2 0C4); 
(7/2) G = {c,a,b) ~ C3 x (C2 © C4), where a^1ca — c and b~1cb = c-1. 
(773) G = (c, a,b) ~ C3 x (C2 © C4), where a~1ca = c~1 and &-1c& — c. 

(III)H2 = (a1,a2,a3)~C®3: 

(7770 G ~ C3 x Cf3; 
(III2) G = (ai,02,03,0) ~ C®3 x C3, where c_1aic = ai, c~1a2C — 03 and 
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^asC = 0203/ 

(Ills) G = (c,a,b) ~ C3xiC®3, iwftere^ 1cai = c, a2 
1ca2 = c anda2 

1ca2 = c 1. 
(IV) H2 = (a,6|a4 = l,a2 = b^b^ab = a"1) ~ Qs: 

(/F1)G=(c)x(a,6)^C3xQ8; 

(/V2) C? = (a, 6, c) ^ Qs x C3, w;/iere c_1ac = b, c~1bc = ab; 
(/Vs) G = (c,a, 6) ~ C3 xi Qs^ ^ere a~1ca = c; ft-1^ = c-1. 

(y) iJ2 = (a,6|a4 - 1,62 = l,6a6 = a"1) ~ D8: 
(y1)G = (c)x(a56>-C3xJD8; 

(V2) G = (c,a,b} ~ C3 x .Dg, tyftere a'^a = c, b^cb = c-1; 
(1/3) G = (c,a, 6) c^ Cs x £)87 «;/iere a_1ca = c~l, b~lcb ='c; 

(Vi) G-54. D 
As before, we denote by A a target abelian threefold. In the case where (7), (//), 

(///), H2 is a commutative pre-C.Y. group of order 8. However, this contradicts (2.5). 
In the case where (/Vi), (/V3), (Vi), and (V2), the subgroup (a, c) of G is isomorphic 
to G12. However, this again contradicts (2.5). In the case where (V4), G contains a 
subgroup which is isomorphic to A*. However, this contradicts (2.14). Let us consider 
the case {IV2). Set H :— (a, b). Then, by (2.11), the representation pH of H on 
if0(A, Q}A) is decomposed as pn — Pi,o ® ^2,1- Let us write the iJ-stable subspace of 
H0(A, fl^) corresponding to pi5o by V^. Then, a(c(x)) = c(b(x)) = c(a;) for x G Vi 
by ac = cb. Hence Vi is G-stable. Therefore, by the Maschke Theorem, there exists a 
2-dimensional G-stable subspace V2 of H0(A, fl\) such that H0(A, to\) = Vi 0 V^, and 
under an appropriate basis of Vi and V2, the matrix representation of G on H0(A, Q]^) 

/I    0     0 \ /I   0    o\ ,a   0x 
is of the form; a=0    ^4      0    I > ^ := I 0     0     C4) ari<i c — ( n    r* ) > where a 

Vo 0 -C4/     Vo C4 0;        vo ^y 
is a complex number and C is a 2 x 2 matrix. Since c is of order 3, a is either 1, £3 or 
C^-1. If a = 1, then iJ0(A, 0^)° = VL ^ 0. However, this contradicts our assumption 
that G is a C.Y. group. Thus, we may assume that a = Cs by replacing c by c~1 if 
necessary. Note that the eigen values of C are now {IJCS"

1
}- Then the element a2c 

does not have an eigen value 1, because a2c = (  ^       r' )' a contradiction to (2.4)(3). 

Hence the group in (IV2) is not a C.Y. group. It remains to elminate the case (V3). 
Set Vi := ^(A^n^y. Then, by (2.4)(3), dimVi = 1. Using ca = ac'1 and cb = 6c, 
we see that Vi is also G-stable. Then, again, by the Maschke Theorem, there exists a 
two-dimensional G-stable subspace V2 of H0(A, Q\) such that H0(A,Q,\) = Vi © V2. 
Note that by (2.11), this decomposition is also the irreducible decomposition of the 
representation of (a, b)(~ D$) and there exist basis of Vi and V2 under which we have 

/1   0    0 \       /-1  0 o\ ^   oA 

a=0    (4      0      ,6=      0     0    1     and c =    n    „   , where G is a 2 x 2 matrix. 
\o  0   -C4/       v 0   1 0/ V0 cy 

Then 6c is of the form ( "l1        J. Therefore, ord(6c) = 2 by (2.4) (3). On the other 

hand, since 6c = c6, ord(6) = 2 and ord(c) = 3, we have ord(6c) = 6, a contradiction. 
Hence the group in (V3) is not a C.Y. group, either. □ 

This completes the proof (0.1) (I). □ 
Proof of (0.1) (II). 

Let us fix global coordinates (21,22,23) of A as in (0.1)(I). Recall that un- 
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der the identification H*(A,C) = H^R(AX) we have H2(A,C) = A2^"1^,!^ and 
if1 (A,Z) <g>z C = i?0(^5 0^) 0 iJ0(^,n^). Using these identities and the description 
given in (0.1) (I) (1) and (2), we readily calculate that 

H2(A, Cf = Ctfz! A dJi, dz2 A dF2, d^ A dz3) if G - C®2, 

ff2(^, C)^ = C(^i A dzi, dz2 Adz2 + dzs A dzs) if G ^ -Ds- 

In addition, we have C3(X) = C3(yl)/|G| = 0. Now the result follows from these equal- 
ities together with csiX) = 2(p(X) - ^(Tx)) held for a Calabi-Yau threefold. D 

Proof of (0.1) (III). 

We may construct explicit examples. 
(2.17) Example for (I)(l) (Igusa's example [Ig, Page 678], [Ue, Example 16.16]). 

Let us first take three elliptic curves Ei, E2 and £3 and consider the product abelian 
threefold A = Ex x E2 x E^. Let us fix points n G (^1)2 - {0}, T2 G (£2)2 - {0}, 
73 € (£3)2 — {0} and define automorphisms a and b of A by, 

a{zuZ2,zz) = (zi +ri,-Z2,-^3), and b(z1,Z2,Z3) - (-zljZ2+T2,-z3+T3). 

Then, it is easy to check that (a, b) is isomorphic to Cf2 and acts on A as a C. 
Y. group. Therefore, the quotient threefold A/(a,b) gives a desired example. □ 

(2.18) Example for (I) (2). Let us first take two elliptic curves Ei and E2 and 
consider the product abelian threefold A = Ei x E2 x £2. Let us fix points Ti G 
(£1)4 — (^1)2 j T^JTB G (£2)2 — {0} such that r2 7^ T3 and define automorphisms a and 
b of A by 

d(z1,Z2,Z3) = (zi +TI,-Z3,Z2), and 6(^1,2:2,2:3) = (-^1,^2 +/r2,-^3 + T3). 
Put G = (a, &). Then a4 = 62 = id, a6a6 = tr, a^a-1 = tT and 6tr6_1 = tr, 

where r = (0,T2 -f /r3,r2 + rs). In particular, (£r)(— C2) is a normal subgroup of G. 
Set A := A/(tT), G := G/(tT>, a := amod(*T), and 6 := bmod(tT). Then G = (a,b) 
and acts on A in the natural manner. It is now easy to check that this pair (yt,G), 
and hence, the quotient threefold A/G, gives a desired example. D 

Taking the contraposition of (II) and (III), we obtain the following criterion for 
the non-triviality of the second Chern class in terms of the Picard number: 

COROLLARY (2.19). Let X be a Calabi-Yau threefold. If p(X) = 1 or p(X) > 4, 
then the second Chern class satisfies C2(X) ^ 0. This is also optimal in the same 
sense as in (0.2). D 

Proof of (0.1) (IV). 

Let A -> X be the minimal splitting covering of X and G = (a, b) its Galois 
group as in (0.1)(I). Let us fix an origin 0 G A and write a — ta o a0 and b — tp o bo. 
We proceed our argument dividing into the cases (1) and (2) in (0.1) (I). 

Case (1) in (0.1) (I). 

In this case G 2^ C®2. Let us take the identity component £1 of the kernel 
0 G 5i C Ker(ao+idA '- A -* A), and consider the quotient map TTI : A —>> Ei := A/Si. 
This is an abelian fibration over an elliptic curve Ei whose fibers are Si + p, p G A. 
Then, a similar argument to (2.13) shows that TTI : A -* Ei is G-stable. Therefore, 
TTI : A■ -> Ei induces an abelian fibration TTI : X = A/G -> Ei/G = P1. Similarly, the 
identity components, 0 G S2 C Ker(&o + id A : A -> A) and 0 G S3 C Ker(ao&o + id A ' 
A -> A) induce abelian fibrations 7T2 : X -> P1 and TT3 : X -» P1 respectively. Note 
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that these three abelian fibrations Wi are mutually different by the shape of a and b. 
Let us denote general fiber of TTi by Fi. 

CLAIM (2.20).   The classes [Fi], [F2] and [F3] give a basis of Pic(X)Q. 
Proof Note that Fi fl Fj ^ 0 if i ^ j. Let H be an ample divisor on X. Then, 

(Fi.Fj.H) i- 0 for % ± j and (F?.H) = (FJ.H) = 0. Therefore, [i^] and [J^] (i ^ j) 
are linearly independent in Pic(X)Q. Assume for a contradiction that [Fi], [JF2] and 
[F3] are linearly dependent in Pic(X)Q. Then there exist rational numbers ci and C2 
such that F3 = C1F1 + C2F2 in Pic(X)Q and satisfies 0 = ^.il) = 2c1C2(F1.F2.H). 
Therefore, either ci = 0 or C2 = 0, a contradiction to the linear independence of [Fi] 
and [F/] (z 7^ j). Since p(X) = 3, this gives the assertion. □ 

CLAIM (2.21). A(X) = R>o[F1] + R>0[F2] + R>o[F3\. 

Proof The inclusion A(X) D E>o[Fi] + E>o[F2] + M^ot-Fs] is clear. Let us show 
the other inclusion. Let us choose an ample class [H] 6 A(X) and write H = C1F1 -f- 
C2F2 + C3F3 in PicpQa. Then 0 < (if.F1.F2) = csCFi^.Fs). Since (F1.F2.F3) > 0, 
we have C3 > 0. Similarly, ci > 0 and C2 > 0. Therefore A(X) C M>o[Fi] + R>o [F2] + 
E>o[F3]. This implies the result. D 

Since /i1((9x) = 0, the set of numerically trivial classes of Pic(X) is a finite group. 
Now combining this together with Claim (2.21) and the fact that Fi are semi-ample, 
we also obtain the semi-ampleness assertion. □ 

Case (2) in (0.1) (I). 

As before, take the identity components 0 G Si C Ker(ao + idA : A -» A) and 
0 6 F2 C Ker(ao - idA '• A -> A). Then, Si is an abelian surface and F2 is an elliptic 
curve by the shape of ao- Let us consider the quotient maps TTI : A -> E :— A/Si 
and 7r2 : A -» S :— A/E2- Then as in (2.13), G descends to the actions on the 
base spaces E and S. Therefore TTI and 7:2 induce fibrations Wi : X -> F1 — E/G 
and TT2 : X -> S = S/G. Let Fi be a general fiber of Wi and F2 the pull back of 
an ample divisor on S. Recall that in this case p(X) = 2 and DA(X) consists of 
two rays. Then, [FJ and [F2] are linearly independent in Pic(X)Q and also satisfy 
A(X) = E>o[Fi] + E>o [F2]. This implies the result. □ 

Remark (2.22). In Case (1), X admits exactly 6 different non-trivial contractions 
corresponding to the 6 different strata of dA(X) — {0}. Each of the three 1-dimensional 
strata corresponds to an abelian fibration, as was observed in the proof, and each of 
the three 2-dimensional strata corresponds to an elliptic fibration. Moreover, we can 
see that the base space of this elliptic fibration is a normal Enriques surface whose 
singularity is of Type 8^4i by using the shape of a and b. In Case (2), we can also show 
that the base space S of W2 : X —>• S is a normal Enriques surface whose singularity 
is of Type 2^3+3^1. □ 

2K. Calabi-Yau threefolds of Type K. In this subsection, we study Calabi- 
Yau threefolds of Type K. The aim of this section is to show the following: 

THEOREM (2.23). Let X be a Calabi-Yau threefold of Type K. Let S x E -> X 
be the minimal splitting cover, where S is a K3 surface and E is an elliptic curve, and 
G its Galois group.  Then, X is isomorphic to (S x E)/G and, 

(I) G is isomorphic to either Cfn (l<n< 3), i^n (3<n<6) or Cf2 x C2. 

(II) In each case, the Picard number p(X), which is again equal to hl(Tx), is uniquely 
determined by G and is calculated as in the following table: 
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G c2 cf2 cfz 
D* Ds Pio Du Cf*2 * C2 

P{X) 11 7 5 5 4 3 3 3 

(III) The cases G ~ Cf71', where 1 < n < 3, anrf G ~ D$ really occur. (Regrettably, it 
has not been settled yet whether the remaining cases occur or not.) 

(IV) There exists a finite rational polyhedral cone A such that A (X) = Aut(X)'A, 
where A (X) is the rational convex hull of the ample cone in Pic(X)^. Moreover, every 
nef Q-divisor on X is semi-ample. In particular, each X admits only finitely many 
different contractions up to isomorphisms. 

Proof of (2.23)(I). 

As in the subsection (2A), we define: 
DEFINITION (2.24). We call a finite group G a Calabi-Yau group of Type K, 

which again throughout this subsection, is abbriviated by a C.Y. group, if there exist 
a K3 surface S, an elliptic curve E and a faithful representation G M* Aut(5 x E) 
such that the following conditions (1) - (4) hold: 

(1) G contains no elements of the form (ids, non-zero translation of£J); 
(2) g*u;sxE = ^SXE for all g e G; 
(3) (5 x E)W = 0; 

(4) H°(SxE,niSxE)G = {0}. 
We call S x E a target threefold. D 

As in subsection (2A), our proof is reduced to determine C. Y. group. 

We first collect some easy Lemmas, whose varifications are so easy that we may 
omit them. 

LEMMA (2.25) ([BE2, PAGE 8, PROPOSITION]). Let S be a normal K3 surface 
and E an elliptic curve. Then Aut(S x E) = Aut(S) x Aut(E). In other word, 
each element g of Aut(S x E) is of the form {gs.QE), where gs £ Aut(S) and gs £ 
Aut(E). □ 

LEMMA (2.26). Let S be a K3 surface and g an element of finite order of Aut(S). 
Assume that S^)] = 0.  Then, 

(1) if g*cos = us, then g = id; and 
(2) if g*u>s T^ ws, then g is of order 2 andg^ujs = —^s- In this case, the quotient 

surface S/(g) is an Enriques surface. □ 
LEMMA (2.27). Let S and E be same as in (2.25) and G a finite subgroup of 

Aut(S x E) satisfying the same properties as (1), (2) and (3) in (2.24)- Let pi : 
G -> Aut(S) and P2 : G —> Aut(E) be the natural projections under the identification 
Aut(S x E) = Aut(S) x Aut(E) (2.25) and put Gs := Im(pi) and GE := Imfa). 
Then, Gs — G ~ GE by pi and p2. □ 

Let us return back to our study of C.Y. groups. 
LEMMA (2.28). Let G be a C.Y. group and S x E its target threefold. Then, 

there exist a normal commutative subgroup H of G and an element L of order 2 of G 
which satisfy the following properties (1) -(3): 

(1) L £ H and G = H x (t), where the semi-direct product structure is given by 
uhi — h"1 for all h 6 H; 

(2) IE — — IE and HE — (ta) 0 (h), under an appropriate origin of E, where a 
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and b are torsion points such that ord(a)\ord(b). In particular, H ~ HE — Cn © Cm 

for some 1 < n\m; and 
(3) S9s = 0 and g^s = — ^s for all g € G — H, and h*sujs = ^s for all h G H. 

Proof Let us consider the natural homomorphism GE —> GL(H0(E, fi^)) and 
denote by HE the kernel of this homomorphism. Then, we have H0(S x E. ^SXE)

11
 — 

H0(E, OI
1

E)
HE

 c^ C. In particular, HE ^ GE- Take an arbitrary element LE O£GE—HE 

and put i := (is, LE) G Aut(5 x E). Then, there exists a complex number a ^ 1 such 
that L*ELJE — OiUJE- This implies ElE / 0 and 13003 = a-1u;s- In particular, Sls — 0. 
Therefore 65 is an involution and a = — 1 by (2.26). Let us fix one of such an L. Then, 
for any ifE G GE — HE, we have L'E O tE G i^T^;. Therefore, G^ = HE X (^.B). Fix the 
origin 0 in E1^. Then LE = —1E 

and — IE 
0 ta 0 —1E — t-a = ^a1* In particular, 

LE ofiE 0 LE = h^1 if h £ H. This gives the semi-direct product structure. Moreover, 
since HE consists of translations of E, there exist positive integers n and m such that 
HE — Cn 0 Cm and that n|m. □ 

LEMMA (2.29). Let (n,m) 6e same as in (2.28)(2). Then, (n,m) G {(l,fe)(l < 
k < 6), (2,2), (3,3)}. 

Proof. For proof, we make use of the following result due to Nikulin: 
THEOREM (2.30) ([Ni, PAGE 106, SECTION 5, PARAGRAPH 8]). Let S be a K3 

surface. 
(1) Let g 7^ id be a Gorenstein automorphism of finite order. Then, ord(g) < 8. 

Moreover, S9 is a finite set and its cardinality \S9\ is given as in the following table: 

ord(g) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

\S9\ 8 6 4 4 2 3 2 

(2) Let H be a finite, commutative, Gorenstein subgroup of Aut(S).   Then H is 
isomorphic to either one of Ck (1 < k < S), Cfl (2 < I < A), C2 © C4, C2 © CQ, Cf2, 

□ orCf2. 
Recall that Gs ~ GE and Hs c^ HE under the isomorphisms in (2.27). Then, 

Hs is a Gorenstein automorphism group of S and is isomorphic to Hs ^ Cn © Cm. 
Now it is sufficient to elminate the following cases in (2.30)(2): 

(11^) = (1,7), (1,8), (2,4), (2,6), (4,4). 

We elminate all cases by a more or less similar method. So, we explain how to 
do this for the hardest case (n,m) = (2,4) and leave the other cases to the readers. 
Assume to the contrary, that (n, m) - (2,4). Then Hs = (gs) © (hs) - C2 ©C4. Note 
that (gs,hs,Ls)/(h2

s) is isomorphic to C®3 and acts on Shs — Shs. Note also that 
by (2.33)(1), we have IS7*5 — Shs\ = 4. Then, this action induces a homomorphism 
if : C®3 -> 54. Since 54 does not contain a subgroup isomorphic to C®3, we have 
Ker(^) ^ {id}. Moreover, Ker(^) C (gs,hs)/(h2

s), because S* = 0 for / G Gs - Hs- 

Let a G (gs, hs) be a lift of a non-trivial element of Ker(<p) and take P G Shs — Shs. 
Then we have a natural injection (oL,h2

s) 
c-^ SL(Ts?p) = SL(2,C). In addition, using 

hs $ Ker(^), we see that (a, h2
s) is isomorphic to either Cf2 or C2 © C4. However, 

this contradicts the following well-known: 
THEOREM (2.31) (SEE FOR EXAMPLE [SU, CHAP. Ill, §6]). Let G be a finite 

subgroup of SL(2,C). Then G is isomorphic to either one of Cn, Q^n, ^24? O48 or 
I120, where T24, 048? -^120 are the binary polyhedral groups of indicated orders. D 
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This completes the proof of (2.23)(I). "       D 
Proof of (2.23)(II). 

The equality p(X) = /i1(Tx) follows from the same reason as for Type A. Since 
p{X) = dimiJ2(5 x E,£)G = dimH2(S,C)Gs + 1, the proof is reduced to the cal- 
culation of dimH2(S, C)Gs for each G. Our calculation is based on the topological 
Lefschetz fixed point formula, (2.28)(3) and (2.30)(1) and is similar for all G. So, 
we explain how to calculate p(X) only for G ~ D$ and leave the other cases to the 
reader. Write Gs = (a,b\a4 = b2 = l,bab = a_1)(^ D8) and write the irreducible 
decomposition of G rx #2(S, C) as H2(S: C) = p®g 0 pfj 0 p®r

2 0 p®l 0 p™, where 
we adopt the same notation as in (2.10). Then, by dimiJ2(5,C) = 22, we have 
22 = p + q + r + s + 2t. Using |Sa| = 4 (2.30)(1), and applying the topological Lef- 
schetz formula, we get 4 = |5a| = 2 + tr(a*\H2(S, C)) = 2 + p + q - r - s, that is, 
2=p + q-r-s. Similarly, from |Sa2| = 8 by (2.30)(1), |56| = 0 and |5a6| = 0 by 
(2.28)(3), we obtain 6 = p + q + r + s - 2t, -2 = p - q + r - 5, -2 = p - q - r +■ s. 
Now solving this system of equations, we readily find that p = 3,g = 5,r = s = 3 and 
* - 4. Therefore, dimjff2(5, C)G5 = p = 3. Hence, p(X) = 3 + 1 = 4. D 

Proof of (2.23)(III). 

We may construct a Calabi-Yau threefold of Type K such that the Galois group 
G of its minimal splitting cover is isomorphic to C®n (1 < n < 3) and Ds respectively. 

(2.32) Example for Cfn (1 < n < 3). Let us first take three elliptic curves 
(with fixed origins) JBi, E<2 and i£ and denote by 5 := Km(jEa x E2) the smooth 
Kummer surface associated with the product abelian surface E1XE2. Choose elements 
diibi G (Ei)2 — {0} such that ai ^ bi for each i — 1,2. Then, the following three 
automorphisms of Ei x E2 descend to those of Aut(S): 

{zuZ2) ^ (-21 +ai,-Z2 + a2), (21,^2) »-> (^i +61,^2), (21,22) ^ (^1,^2+ 62)- 
We denote them by 0, £1 and £2 respectively. Let us choose Pi,^ € (-5)2 — {0} 

such that Pi 7^ P2 and define the three automorphisms of S x # by 9 := (0, — l^), 
h := (^1,^) and f2 := (t2,^F2). Set Gi := (0), G2 := (^fi) and G3 := (^fi,^). 
Then, Gn 2^ C®n and act on S x £7 as C. Y. groups. Therefore, the quotient threefolds 
(5 x E)/Gn give desired examples. □ 

Next we construct an explicit example for Ds. Let us first observe the following: 
PROPOSITION (2.33). Let Ds = (a,6|a4 = b2 — l,bab = a-1) and V the regular 

representation of Ds defined by V = ^2,1 © Pi,o ® Pi,2 © Pi,i © Pi,3-   Regard P5 = 
Proj((BSym'V) and define S to be the complete intersection in P5 given by 

X0 + xl + ^2^3 + ^4^5 = ^0^1 + ^2 + Xl + ^4 + Xt — AX2X3 + Bx±x§ — 0, 
where A and B are sufficiently general complex numbers. Then, S is a K3 surface 

and is stable under the action of Ds on P5. Moreover, the induced action on S is 
faithful and satisfies a*ujs = ^s? b*ujs = —^5 and Sa b = 0 for k = 0,1,2,3. 

Proof. Smoothness of 5 follows from the Jacobian criterion. The rest follows from 
direct calculations. D 

(2.34) Example for Ds. Let 5 be a K3 surface in (2.33) and E be an elliptic 
curve. Let us consider elements of Aut(5 x E) defined by g := (a, t) and L := (b, —1E)I 

where a and b are same as in (2.33) and t is a translation automorphism of E of order 
4. Then, (g, 1) is isomorphic to Ds and acts on S x E as a C. Y. group. Therefore, 
(5 x E)/(g, i) gives a desired example. □ 

Proof of (2.23)(IV). 
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We may identify Pic(X)<Q = (Pic(5 x E)G)q via the quotient map. By using 
^(Os) = 0, (2.25) and the Kunneth formula, we also obtain (Pic(S x E)G)q = 
(Pic(5)G5)Q 0 Q. Now the result follows from (1.9) and the semi-ampleness of ratio- 
nal nef divisor on K3 surface, because again the torsion part of Pic(X) is finite by 
h1(Ox) = 0. D 

As an immediate Corollary of (0.1) and (2.23), we obtain Corollary (0.2) in In- 
troduction and the following: 

COROLLARY (2.35). Let X be a Calabi-Yau threefold. Assume that TTI(X) is 
infinite.  Then ni(X) falls into one of the following exact sequences: 

0 -» Z06 -> TTipf) -)• G -> 1, where G is isomorphic to either Cf2 or D$ or, 

0 -> Z02 -> iri(X) -> G -> 1, where G is isomorphic to either Cfn (I < n < 3), 
D2n (S < n < 6) or C02 x C2. In particular, 7ri(X) is always solvable. D 

3. Classification of C2-contractions of Calabi-Yau threefolds. In this sec- 
tion, we give a generalisation (and a correction) of our earlier work of C2-contractions 
of simply connected Calabi-Yau threefolds [Og 1-4]. First we remark the following 
easy facts on abelian varieties applied in Sections 3 and 4. 

LEMMA (3.1). Every contraction of an abelian variety A is of the form of the 
exact sequence of abelian varieties: 0—> F —> A -* A -J- 0. 

Proof. Let / : A —> A be a contraction and F a smooth fiber. Let us choose an 
origin 0 of A in F and regard A as a group variety. Since [t-a(F)] = [F] G H*(A, Z) for 
all a G A, we see that f(t-a(F)) is also a point by taking an appropriate intersection 
with the pull back of an ample divisor on A. Therefore, 0 G t-a(F)nF and t-a(F) = F 
for all a G F. Hence, F is an abelian subvariety of A and induces an isomorphism 
A ^ A/F. This implies the result. D 

PROPOSITION (3.2). 
(1) Let (A, h) be a pair of an abelian variety of dim A — n and its automor- 

phism h such that h*\H0(A, ft]^) = (3, the scalar multiplication by £3. Then (A,g) is 
isomorphic to the pair (E™3, diagfa, • • • , £3))- 

(2) Any diag(£3,-— ,£3)-sa£We contraction of E? is diag^s,--- ,£3)- equivari- 
antly isomorphic to the projection pi,... )m : E™3 —> E^ to the first m-factors for some 
m. 

Proof. The assertion (1) is shown in [CC, Proposition 5.7] and also follows from 
the argument of [Og3, Section 1]. Let us show the assertion (2). For the sake of 
simplicity, we put A = E™3 and g = diag(C3, • • • ,(3)- We regard the universal cover 
Cn as a ZfCsJ-module via the scalar action of g. Write A = Cn/A^. Then, the lattice 
A^ is a ZfCsJ-submodule of Cn and coincides with the subset Zfcs]071 C Cn. Let 
ip : A —> B be a ^-stable contraction of A and take the fiber F of ip which contains 
the origin 0 G A. Then, F is an abelian subvariety of A by (3.1). Let us denote by 
AF the sublattice of A^ corresponding to F. Since F is ^-stable, A^ is also a Z^s]- 
submodule of A^ of rank n — m, where m = dim(I?). Moreover, A^ is primitive in A^, 
because AF = A^ D Vp, where Vp is the linear subspace of Cn corresponding to F. 
Therefore, there exists an element h G GL(n,Z[£3]), where we regard GL(n, Zfcz]) as 
a subgroup of Aut(A>i), such that h(AF) = {0} 0Z[C3]0(n"m). Recall that Zfo] is an 
Euclidean domain and is also the endmorphism ring of E^. Then, by the elementary 
divisor theory, and by the fact that g is contained in the center of AutLie (A), we see 
that the image of the natural representation Autue(E?3) —)■ Aut(Ayi) coincides with 
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GL(rc,Z[£3]).  In particular, h is the image of some Lie automorphism h of A. It is 
clear that this h gives a desired g-equivariant isomorphism. □ 

THEOREM (3.3). Let $ : X -> W be a C2-contraction. Assume that $ is an 
isomorphism.  Then X is a smooth Calabi-Yau threefold of Type A (0.1). 

Proof. Since (c2{X).H) = 0 for ample divisors on X, we see that C2(X) = 0 as a 
linear form on Pic(X)R. D 

Next we consider non-trivial birational C2-contraction. 
THEOREM (3.4) (CF. [OG3, MAIN THEOREM]). Let $ : X -> W be a C2- 

contraction. Assume that $ is birational but not an isomorphism. Then, $ : X —> W 
is isomorphic to either one of the following: 

(1) The unique crepant resolution $7 : X7 -» X7 := A?/'(#7) of X7, where 
(Ar^gj) is the Klein pair. In this case p(Xj) = 24, p(Xj) = 3 and ^(Xj) = {!}. 

(2-0) The unique crepant resolution $3 : X3 -> X3 := As/(gs), where (^3,^3) is 
the Calabi pair. In this case p(Xs) — 36, p{X^) — 9 and TTipfs) = {!}. 

(2-1) The unique crepant resolution $3?i : X^^i —> X^^ := As/igs^h) of X^^7 

where (^3,^3) is the Calabi pair and (#3,/i) ~ Cf2. Moreover, (h) acts on X3 freely 
and the representation of (gs^h) on H0^1^) is given by: 

/Cs     0     0\ /I     0     0 
^3^0    Cs     0      and h i->     0    Cs     0 

VO     0    Cs/ __ V0    0    C32 

In this case p(Xs^) = 12, p(Xsyi) = 3 and TT^XS) 2^ C3. 
(2-2) The unique crepant resolution $3^ : Xs^ -> -^3,2 := As/(g3,h,k), where 

(As^gs) is again the Calabi pair and (gs,h,k) is the unique non-commutative group of 
order 27 whose elements (^ 1) are all of order 3 (cf. [Bu, Chap.8, Page 158]). More- 
over, (gs1hjk)/(gs) is isomorphic to Cf2 and acts on X3 freely and the representaion 
of (g3lh,k) on H0^^) is given by: 

[Cs     0     0\ /I     0     0\ /0    0 
03 H>      0    Cs     0     , h i->     0    Cs     0     , and k h->     1    0 

VO    0   Cs/        _vo   0   C32y V0   1 
/n ^'5 case p(X3,2) = 4, ^(Xs^) = 1 and 7ri(X352) — C®2. 

Proof. This is a refinement of [Og3], in which we have already obtained the follow- 
ing properties based on [SBW, Main Theorem] and the PID property of the cyclotomic 
integer rings Z[C/] of relatively small degree (p(I) ([MM, Main Theorem]): 

LEMMA (3.5) ([OG3, KEY CLAIM PAGE 334, LEMMA (2.1), (2.2), REMARK 

AFTER THEOREM 3]). Under the same assumption of (3.4), $ : X -> W is isomorphic 
to either $7 : X7 —> X7 or the (necessarily unique) crepant resolution of the quotient 
A3/G, where G satisfies that: 

(i) G is a finite Gorenstein automorphism group of As and (gz) <\ G; 
(ii) G contains no non-trivial translations; and that, 

(hi) the induced action ofG/^s) on As/igs) is fixed point free. D 

Therefore, it is sufficient to determine such G. Write A := A3. Then, by (i) and 
(ii), the natural homomorphism G -» SL(H0(A1Q

1
A)) is injective. In particular, #3 

is contained in the center of G. Take h G G — (#3) and set d := ord(h). Then, d 
is either 3, 9 or 27, because h acts on the set A93 freely and \A9s\ = 27. Moreover, 
at least one eigen value of h*\H0(A,Q\) must be one, because, otherwise h has an 
isolated fixed points. But this contradicts h G G-(gs) if d = 3 and the condition (in) 
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if d ^ 3. Now, repeating the same argument as in (2.4)(3), we see that ip(d) < 2 = 
(6 — 2)/2. Therefore, d = 3 and |G| = 3n for some positive integer n. Let us consider 
a maximal normal commutative subgroup H of G and put \H\ = 3m. Then gs G H 
and m(m-M) > 2n by (2.7). Assume that n > 4. Then m > 3. Therefore, H contains 
a subgroup L such that L ~ C®3 and gs € L. Set L = {gs) 0 (ft) 0 (k). Then, there 
exists a basis of H0(A, Cl\) under which (after replacing k by k2 if necessarily) the 
matrix representation of L is of the form: g^ = diag(C3, C33 Cs)? ft* — diag(l, Cs? CD? and 
&* = diag(C3,1, Cs) or ciiag(C3, Cl? !)• However, this implies either gfft = A: or gsh = fc, 
a contradiction. Therefore n < 3 and G ^ (7®3. This together with conditions (i) - 
(in) readily implies the result. □ 

Let us next consider C2-contractions $ : X -> W such that dim(W) = 2. It 
is known by [Nk, Corollary (0.4)] (see also [OP, Corollary (2.6)]) that (W, 0) is kit 
and that OwO-^Kw) — Ow- Let us define the global canonical index of W by 
/ := I(yV) := minlTi E ZyolOwinKw) — Ow} and take the global index one cover 
oiW: 

7r:T:= Specow(eI
kZ

1
0Ow(-kKw)) -+ W. 

Then, by [Kawl, Pages 608-609] (see also [Zh, §2]), T is either a normal K3 surface 
or a smooth abelian surface and that TT is a cyclic Galois covering etale in codimen- 
sion one such that the Galois group G, which is isomorphic to Cj, acts faithfully 
on H

0
(OT(KT)) = QJJT. Note that J|12 and / > 2. (Indeed, if / = 1, then 

W is either a normal K3 surface or an abelian surface. However, this contradicts 
h2{Ox) = ft1 (Ox) = 0.) We call $ : X -+ W of Type IIA if T is a smooth abelian 
surface and of Type UK if T is a normal K3 surface. It has been shown in [Og2] the 
following: 

THEOREM (3.6) ([OG2, MAIN THEOREM]). Let$:X-+Wbea C2-contraction 
of Type IIA. Then $ : X —> W is isomorphic to one of the relatively minimal models 
overE%3/(g3) of 

p12 :Xs^Xs= El/(gs) H 1%/fa), 

where $3 : Xs —> Xs is the contraction in (3.4)(2-0) andp^ is the natural projection. 
In particular, X is smooth and I(W) = 3.   Moreover, there exist exactly 29 such 
relatively minimal models. □ 

The next Theorem is a generalisation and also a correction of [Og4]: 
THEOREM (3.7) (CF.    [OG4, MAIN THEOREM]). Let $ : X -> W be a C2- 

contraction of Type UK. Then $ : X -> W is isomorphic to either: 
(1) A fiber space of a Calabi-Yau threefold of Type A in (0.1)(I)(1) corresponding 

to a 2-dimensional face of its nef cone. In this case, I{W) — 2 and p(W) — 2. (See 
also (2.22).) 

(2) The fiber space of a Calabi- Yau threefold of Type A in (0.1) (I) (2) given by the 
boundary of its nef cone corresponding to the elliptic fibration. In this case, I{W) — 2 
and p(W) = 1. (See also (2.22).) 

(3) One of the relatively minimal models over 5/(^3, ft) of 

«3,i = ^3,1 -^ ^3,1 = As/{gs,h) -^ S/(g3,h), 

where <&s,i '- -^3,1 -> ^3,1 is the contraction in (3.4)(2-1) and K is the morphism 
induced by the quotient map As -> S := As/E given by the identity component E of 
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Ker(ho — id : .A3 -» As) of the Lie part ho of h and g3 and h are the automorphisms 
of S induced by gs and h. Moreover, in this case I{W) = 3 and p(W) = 2. 

(4)   One of the relatively minimal models over S/G of 

p1 : (S^E)IG A (5 x E)IG % S/G, 

where S is a normal K3 surface, E is an elliptic curve, G is a finite Gorenstein 
automorphism group of Sx E whose element is of the form (gs,gE) £ -4^(5) x Aut(E) 
and v is a crepant resolution of (S x E)/G. Slightly more precisely, G is of the form 
G = H x (g), where H is a commutative group consisting of elements like h = (hs,t*) 
such that ord(hs) = ord(t*) = ord(h) and g is an element of the form (gsXT1) suc^1 

that gguts — O^s, where I is the global canonical index of the base space W. Moreover 
/€ {2,3,4,6}. 

Remark 1. The cases (1), (2) and (3) do not appear in the classification in [Og4]. 
Indeed, 7ri(X) is infinite in the cases (1) and (2) and 7ri(X) ^ C3 in the case (3). 

Remark 2. In the case (4), the minimal resolution 5' -» S induces a birational 
morphism (£' x E)IG -^ (S x E)/G. Since (5' x E)/G has only Gorenstein quotient 
singularities, (S' x E)/G, hence (S x E)/G, admits a crepant resolution [Ro, Main 
Result]. Moreover, it is well known that any two three-dimensional birational minimal 
models are connected by a sequence of flop and that three-dimensional flop does not 
affect singularities of minimal models [Kaw3] and [Kol]. Therefore, X is smooth even 
in the cases (3) and (4). 

Proof As in [Og4, Section 2], let us consider the following commutative diagram: 

X  <  - Xx. wT <-l — Y 

* v' IflY 

V V ^- 1 n — T 

where u is a resolution of singularities of X Xyy T. Recall from [Og4, Pages 434-435] 
that Sing(X x^T) is supported only in fibers of TTO^'. Let {Ej\j G J} be the set of the 
two dimensional irreducible components in the fibers of <py. Then Ky H- e X^JGJ ^i ls 

kit for small e > 0 [Og4, Claim(2.10)] and we may therefore run the log Minimal Model 
Program for Y with respect to Ky + e Y^jeJ ^J' ^ repeating the same procedure as 
in [Og4, Proposition (2.2)], we get, as its output, a contraction <pz : Z —* T such that 

(1) Oz(Kz) ^ Oz and hH&z) = 1 [Og4, Pages 435 - 436 (1) and (6)]; 
(2) Sing(Z) is purely one dimensional compound Du Val singularities along some 

fibers and is also equi-singular along each of such fibers (and therefore, Z adimits at 
worst Gorenstein quotient singularities) [Og4, Lemma (2.7) and its proof]; 

(3) the natural birational action of the Galois group {g) ~ Cj on Z is a biregular 
Gorenstein action and induces a birational map a : Z/(g) • • • —> X over W [Og4, Page 
436 (8) and (9)]. 
From now on, our argument differs to the one in [Og4]. By (2), Z admits a unique 
crepant resolution /J, : V -)• Z (cf. [Re, Main Theorem (II)]). This V is a smooth 
threefold such that Ov(Kv) — Oy and ft1((9y) = 1. Moreover, the biregular action 
(g) -> Aut(Z) lifts to the one on V again biregularly, because of the uniqueness of V. 
Denote by ay : V —> A the Albanese map of V and set ipv := pz 0 V : V —>• T. Then 
A is an elliptic curve and ay is an etale fiber bundle over A by [Kaw2, Theorem 8.3]. 
Moreover, by the uniqueness of the Albanese map, the action (g) —> Aut(V) descends 
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equivariantly to the one on A. These actions make both ay : V -> A and ipv 'V -+T 
(^)-stable. Note that TT^V) is infinite by ^(Oy) > 0. Therefore, by (2.1), V admits 
the minimal splitting covering 7 : U -> V from either an abelian threefold or the 
product of a K3 surface and an elliptic curve. Denote by H the Galois group of 7. 
Since Oy(Ky) ^ Oy, this H is a Gorenstein automorphism group of U. Let us take 
the Stein factorisations of ay o 7 and tpy o 7 and denote them by: 

s ^^ u _^ £ 

7S IE 

Then, by the uniqueness of the minimal splitting covering and by the uniqueness of 
the Stein factorisation, the action {g) -t Aut(V) again lifts to the one (g) -> Aut(C/) 
equivariantly and also descends to both (#) -> Aut(S) and (#) -> Aut(^) and makes 
the diagram above (^)-equivariant. Note that the action of g on U is also Gorensteion, 
because 7 is etale, and that the order of g as an element of Aut(C/) is still /, because 
{g) -)> Aut(V), and hence {g) -> Aut(L/'), is faithful. Similarly, H -> Aut(Lr) descends 
to H -» Aut(S) and H -> Aut(E) to make the above diagram if-equivariant (where 
we define the actions of H on the varieties in the bottom line as the trivial action). 
Moreover, by the connectedness of fibers of tpy and ay and by the finiteness of 7, 
7s, JE, we see that <py : V -> T and ay : V —>• A are isomorphic to the induced 
morphisms Jpu : U/H —> S/H and au : U/H —»> j&/iJ respectively. Set G := (i7, ^) as 
a subgroup of Aut(C/) and denote by PG,S '• G -> Aut(5) and po,^ : G -> Aut(E) the 
equivariant actions found above. (Note that in apriori there is no reason why PG,S 

and PG,E are faithful.) 

Let us first treat the case where U = Sl x Ef, the product of a K3 surface S' 
and an ellptic curve E'. Recall by (2.25) that each element h of G is of the form 
{hs',hEf) ^ Aut(5/) x A\it(Ef). In particular, the natural projections pi : U —)• 5' 
and P2 : t/ -> E' are G-stable. We show that this case falls into the case (4) of (3.7). 

CLAIM (3.8). 
(1) The contractions au : U —> E and P2 : U —> E' are identically isomorphic. 

In particular, E is an elliptic curve. 
(2) The contraction ipu : U —> S factors through pi, or more precisely, there 

exists a birational morphism r : S' —> S such that ipu = r o p1. 

In particular, the G-stable morphism tpu x Q>u : U —> S x E is a crepant birational 
morphism. 

Proof. Since ft1 ((9s) = 0, we have Pic(5/ x E') = pfPic^S') ® pJPic^'). There- 
fore, any divisor on X is linearly equivalent to a divisor of the form D := p\C +P2L, 
where C and L are divisors on 5' and E' respectively. Note also that D is nef if 
and only if both C and L are nef. The morphism au is given by such a nef divisor 
D that u(X,D) = 1, because dim(E) = 1. Here and in what follows, we denote by 
z/(X,D) the numerical Kodaira dimension. Therefore, (z/(5/,C),z/(JE

/,I/)) is either 
(0,1) or (1,0), where C and L are same as above. However, in the latter case we 
have $£> = $c 0 Pi and the base space must then be P1, a contradiction. Hence, 
(u(S',C),u(Ef,L)) = (0,1) and au = $D factors through P2. Since both au and 
P2 have connected fibers, we get the assertion (1). Similarly, by dim(S') = 2, the 
contraction ipu is given by a nef divisor D whose numerical Kodaira dimension is 
two. Therefore, (iy(S,,C),iy(E,,L)) is either (2,0) or (1,1) in this case. However, in 
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the latter case we would have S ~ P1 x £", a contradiction. Hence, the first case 
occurs and therefore cpu = $D factors through pi. Again, since both ipu and pi have 
connected fibers, the induced morphism S' -+-S is birational. Now the last assertion 
follows from (1) and (2). D 

By (3.8) and (2.27), the restrictions PG,E\H and p^slH are both injective. More- 
over, PG,E(H) is a translation subgroup of E, because hPfoy) = /i0(n^) = 1. In 
particular, PG,E(H) is isomorphic to Cn (BCm for some 1 < n|m. Since (g) -> Aut(5) 
is also a lift of the original Cj ~ (g) <-> Aut(T) by the equivariantness, pGts\(9) 
is also injective. On the other hand, since both S and T are normal K3 surfaces, 
we have us — T^T- Therefore, by equivariantness and by g*(jOT — C/^TJ we have 
g*us — Ci^s- Recall that g*(jJu — wu- Then, by (3.8), g*uJsxE = ^SXE- Therefore, 
g*ujE = C^LJE- This implies that (g) ->■ Aut(E) is also injective and that the image 
of g is a Lie automorphism of E of order / under appropriate origin of E. Combin- 
ing these together with the structure of automorphism group of an elliptic curve, we 
obtain I € {2,3,4,6}, a semi-direct decomposition PG,E{G) = PG,E{H) X PG,E({9)) 

and the injectivity PG,E ' G -¥ k\it(E). This also implies G — H x (g) and gives 
an isomorphism H ~ Cn 0 Cm. Let us take r G Kev(pG,s) and write r = hog1 

(h G H). Since r*^;^ = LJS, we have I\i and hence, r = h. Therefore r — 1 by the 
injectivity of pG,s\H. This shows the injectivity of PG,S' Now combining G = H xi (g) 
with the construction, we readily see that the induced morphism 71-075 : S/G -> W 
is an isomorphism and that the original $ : X —> W and the induced contraction 
Pi : (S x E)/G —> S/G are birationally isomorphic through the isomorphism 71-075 
and the composition of birational maps, ^070 (^ x ac/)_1 : (S x E)/G • — —> Z/(g) 
and a : Z/(g) > X. Hence, $ : X -> W falls in the Case (4) in (3.7). 

Next we treat the case where U is an abelian threefold. Our goal is to show that 
in this case $ : X —>• W falls into either one of cases (1), (2), (3) of (3.7). 

By (3.1), S is an abelian surface and E is an elliptic curve. Note that ay does not 
factor through tpy, because /^(OT) = 0. Then, G-stable map cpu x au : U —> S x E 
is surjective, and therefore, is an isogeny. This, in particular, implies g*(jJE — C^^E, 

because g^uoy — uy and g*us = C/^s- Therefore, pG,E\{g) is injective. Assume that 
PG,E\H '• H —> Aut(^) is not injective. Then, there exists 1 ^ h G KeT(pG,E\H). Let 
F be a fiber of au- Then F is an abelian surface and h acts on F. Since h*LUu = UJU, 

we have h*ujF = WF- Moreover, h has no fixed points. Therefore, h\F must be a 
translation by the classification of automorphisms of abelian surfaces (eg. [Kat]). 
Thus, h*\H0(U,Q,};) = id and h must be also a translation of U. However, this 
contradicts the fact that U ->• V is the minimal splitting covering. Therefore, PG,E\H is 
injective. Note also that PG,E(H) is a translation group of E, because both A = E/H 
and A are elliptic curves. Now we may repeat the same argument as in the previous 
case to conclude that / G {2,3,4,6}, PG,E is injective, H ^ Cn 0 Cm for some 
1 < n\m and G = H x (g). Repeating the same argument for (pu : U ->> 5, we also 
get the injectivity of PG,S\H. Now the injectivity of PG,S again follows from the same 
argument as in the previous case. 

CLAIM (3.9). H ~ Cj, where J G {2,3,4,6}. 
Proof. Put H = (hi) 0 (/i2)(— Gn 0 Cm). Since H is Gorenstein and acts on E 

as a translation, there exists a basis of H0(U, £l\j) such that the matrix representation 
of H is of the form, /i* = diag(l,Cn,Cn1) and hi = diag(l,Cm,Cm1) (by changing 
the generaters if necessary). This implies n,m G {1,2,3,4,6} as in (2.4)(3), and also 

(hi o h^™    )* = id. Therefore, hi = h^™     by the definition of the minimal splitting 
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covering. Thus n = 1, and hence, H c^ Cm. Since hl(Ou) = 3 and /z1(Ov) = 1, we 
also see that m ^ 1. D 

From now we argue dividing into cases according to the value J in (3.9). Set 
H — (h). The basic idea of proof is to play "fixed point game". For proof, we also 
recall here that ord(#) = / G {2,3,4,6}. 

CLAIM (3.10). J ^ 6. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary, that J — 6. Take the origin 0 of E in E9 and 

choose a global coordinate z around 0 of E. Then, we have g(z) — Q^z, h(z) = z + p, 
and g~1hg(z) — z -\- Qp, where p is a torsion point of oder 6. In addition, since 
(h) is a normal group of G, we have either g~1hg = h or g~1hg = h~1. According 
to these two cases, we have Qp = p and -(ip = p respectively.   Note that E^6 = 
E'^ = {0}, E-S* = E^ C CEOs, EU = ^"C4 c ■£;"1 = (£7)2- Then

5 
J = 2 and 

g~1hg — h~1, because p is a point of order 6. Let us consider the action of G on S. 
Then h*\H0(S, fig) is of the form diag(C6, Ce"1) by the injectivity of the action and by 
h*ujs = CJ5. By this description and by the topological Lefschetz fixed point formula, 
we also see that Sh is a one point set. Set 5^ = {Q}. Then, g(Q) = Q and there 
exist global coordinates (#Q,2/Q) around Q such that the (co-)action of g is written 
as g(xQ,yQ) = (—XQIVQ), because g is an involution with g*uJs — —^s- Therefore, 
(XQ = 0) is a fixed curve of g. However, this contradicts the fact that W = S/G. 
Indeed, the quotient map 5 -> W has no ramification curves, because Ks = 0 and 
Kw = 0. D 

CLAIM (3.11). Assume that J = 4.  Then $ : X -> W falls into the case (2). 

Proof. As in (3.10), we may write the actions of g and h on E as (7(2) = Cj-1^ ar1^ 
h^) = z+p, where p G £J is a torsion point of order 4. Then, by the same argument as 
the first part of the proof of (3.10), we see that 1 = 2 and g~1hg — ft-1. In particular, 
(ft) x (g) ~ Ds- Let us consider the action of G on S. Note that ord(^zft) = 2 and 
{ghlYujs = —^5. Then, by the same argument as in the last part of the proof (3.10), 
we see that glh has no fixed points on S. In particular, glh has no fixed points on 
U. Note also that ft has also no fixed points on J7, because ft is fixed point free on E. 
Therefore, the action of G on U has no fixed points and U/G is then a Calabi-Yau 
threefold of Type A (0.1) (I) (2). Moreover, since U/G is birational to X and contains 
no rational curves, U/G is isomorphic to X. Now the rest of assertion follows from 
Remark (2.22). D 

CLAIM (3.12).  Assume that J = 3. Then $ : X -> W falls into the case (3). 
Proof. Again same as before, we may write the actions of g and ft on E as g{z) = 

C^1^ and h{z) = z-f-p, where p G (^3 — {0}. Then, again by the same argument as the 
first part of the proof of (3.10), we see that either / = 2,6 and g~1hg = ft-1, or / = 3 
and g~1hg = ft hold. Note that ft*|if0(5,fl^) = diag^s,^!) under an appropriate 
basis {vi,V2)- In particular, IS^I = 9 by the Lefschetz fixed point formula. First 
consider the case / = 2 or 6 and g~1hg = ft""1. In this case, g3 has a fixed point in 
5^, because ord(#3) = 2. Then, as in (3.10), g3 have a fixed curve and gives the same 
contradiction. Therefore, / = 3 and g~1hg = ft, that is, G = (ft) © (#) c^ C®2 and 
#*|iJ0(5, tig) = diag^fjCf) or diag(l,C3) under the same basis (^1,^2). By replacing 
g by gti2 if necessary, we may assume from the first that g*\H0(S, fi^) = diag(C|, Cf )• 
Recall that g*bJu = ^u and h*uju = uu- Then, g acts on U as a scalar multiplication 
by (f and h*\H0(U, fljj) is of the form diag(l,C3,C3)- In particular, U ^ As by 
(3.2)(1). It remains to observe that the induced action of ft on As/(g) has no fixed 
points.  Assume to the contrary, that ft has a fixed point Q on As/(g).  Then there 
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exists a point Q G A3 such that glh(Q) = Q for some i € {0,1,2}. Then <pu(Q) ^ 5 
is also a fixed point oi glh. Here, we have i 7^ 0, because /i has no fixed points on E 
and hence on U. However, then the action glh on 5 has a fixed curve passing through 
tpu{Q)-> because glh\H0{S^l

s) has an eigen value 1 if i € {1?2}, a contradiction. 
Therefore /i has no fixed points on As/(g). U 

CLAIM (3.13). Assume that J = 2.  Then $ : X -t W falls into the case (1). 
Proof. In this case h~l = h. So, in apriori, g~1hg = h. Again, applying the same 

argument as the first part of the proof (3.10), we see that either / = 2 or 4. Let us 
consider first the case where 1 = 4. Then, there exists a basis of H0(S, Q§) under 
which h* = diag(—1, — 1) and g* = diag(l,£4) or diag(—1, — £4). Replacing g by gh 
in the first case, we may assume from the first that g* = diag(—1, —£4)- Then g has 
a fixed point on S and therefore so does g2. However, g2 has then a fixed curve, a 
contradiction. Therefore 1 = 2 and G ~ C®2. In this case neither g nor gh has a fixed 
points on 5, because they are non-Gorenstein involution on S. In addition, h has no 
fixed points on U. Therefore G acts freely on U. Now the same argument as the last 
part of (3.11) gives the result. □ 

Now we are done. Q.E.D. of (3.7). 

4. Finiteness of C2-contractions of a Calabi-Yau threefold. In this section, 
we prove Theorem (0.4) in Introduction. For proof, it is convenient to introduce the 
notion of the maximal C2-contraction: 

LEMMA-DEFINITION (4.1). There exists a C2-contraction ipo : X -> Wb s^c/i that 
every c^-contraction $ : X —> W of X factors through ifo, that is, there is a morphism 
JLL : WQ —> W such that $ = /i o ipo. Moreover, such cpo : X —>• Wo is unique up to 
identical isomorphism.  We call this <po : X -> Wo the maximal C2-contraction of X. 

Proof. Let us choose a C2-contraction ipo : X —> WQ such that p(Wo) is maximal 
among all C2-contractions of X. We show that this tpo is the desired one. Let $ : 
X -> W be any C2-contraction. Take divisors DQ and D such that ipo = <I>£>0 and 
$ = $£>. Let us consider the contraction given by m(Do + D) for suitably large m > 0 
and denote this contraction by $' := <f>m(Do+D) : X -» W'. Since (c2{X).Do -f- D) = 
(c2(X).Do) 4- (c2(X).D) = 0, we see that $' is also a C2-contraction. Moreover, by the 
construction, this $' factors through both $ and cpo, that is, there exist morphisms 
Po : W' -)• WQ and p : W -)► W such that $ = p o $' and <^o = Po 0 *'. Note also 
that WQ and W are both Q-factorial by the classification of C2-contractions. Indeed, 
they have at most quotient singularities (See Section 3). Hence, by the maximality 
of p(Wo)j the morphism po must be an isomorphism. Then, p := pop^"1 : WQ -^ W 
gives a desired factorisation. This argument also implies the last assertion. D 

We proceed our proof of (0.4) dividing into cases according to the structure of 
the maximal C2-contraction. In apriori, there are six possible cases: 

Case I. ipo is an isomorphism (3.3) (= (0.1)); 
Case B. ipo is a birational contraction but not isomorphism (3.4); 

Case K. ^0 is of Type UK (3.7); 
Case A. ipo is of Type IIA (3.6); 

Case P. dim (WQ) = 1; and 
Case T. dim(Wo) = 0. 

In Case I, the result follows from (0.1) (IV). In Case P, cpo is an abelian fibration over 
F1 and this is the only (non-trivial) C2-contraction of X. Case T is nothing but the 
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case where X admits no (non-trivial) C2-contractions. It remains to consider Cases B, 
K, A. 

Proof of (0.4) ^ Case B. In this case.(fo : X -* WQ is isomorphic to one of the 
contractions given in (3.4). First we treat the case where ipo : X -> WQ is isomorphic 
to $7 : X7 ->> X7 (3.4)(1). Recall that $7 is the unique crepant resolution of X7. 
Therefore, it is sufficient to show the following: 

LEMMA (4.2). Xj admits no non-trivial contractions. 

Proof Let / : X7 -> W be a contraction and consider the Stein factorisation of 
the map / o q, where q : A7 —> X7 the quotient map: 

A7  -^-^   V 

X7  v W. 
f 

Then V is an abelian variety (3.1). Moreover, by the uniqueness of the Stein fac- 
torisation, (#7) acts on V equivariantly with respect to /' and the induced map 
/ : X7 -> V/(g7) coincides with / : X7 —>> W. In addition, the action g7 on V 
is of order 7, has only isolated fixed points, and satisfies (g7)*uJv ^ ^v if dimF < 3, 
because / o $7 is also a C2-contraction. However, since (p(7) = 6, there are no elliptic 
curves and no abelian surfaces which admit such an automorphism. Therefore V is 
an abelian threefold and /' must be an isomorphism. □ 

Next consider the case where tpo : X —> Wo is isomorphic to $3 : X3 —> X3 in 
(3.4) (2-0). Since $3 is the unique crepant resolution, the same argument as the first 
half part of (4.2) reduces our proof to the finiteness of <?3-stable contractions of As up 
to gs-equivariant isomorphisms. Therefore, the result follows from (3.2) (2). 

Let us consider the case where ipo : X —> WQ is isomorphic to the unique crepant 
resolution $3,1 : X^^i —>■ -X^i (3.4) (2-1). Again as before, it is sufficient to show the 
finiteness of contractions of Xs^. In this case, we can say more: 

LEMMA (4.3). The nef cone A(Xs^) is a rational simplicial cone and X34 ad- 
mits exactly 6 different non-trivial contractions. 

Proof. Our proof is quite similar to the one for (0.1) (IV) and we give just a 
sketch. Let us consider the elliptic curves Ei (1 < i < 3) given as the identity 
components of the kernel of the endmorphisms, Ker(ho o gl~l — id : A3 -> A3). Let 
qi : A3 —» Si := As/Ei be the quotient map. Then the action of (ft, ^3) descends 
equivariantly to the one on Si, which we denote by (ft,#3). Then again taking the 
quotient of Si by the identity component Ki of the kernel of ft o (T^)3-2 — id, we finally 
obtain three different abelian fibrations A3 -t Bi := Si/Ki. Moreover, these fibrations 
are (ft, ^-stable and therefore induce three differnet abelian fibrations tpi : X^^ —> F1. 
Since ppfs,].) = 3, the rest of the proof is same as in (0.1)(IV). □ 

Finally, we consider the case where <po '• X —>• WQ is isomorphic to the crepant 
resolution $3,2 : ^3,2 -> -^3,2 (3.4) (2-2). However, in this case Xs^ admits no non- 
trivial contractions, because p{X3^) — 1, and we are done. □ 

Proof of (0.4) in Case K. By the case assumption, <po * X -> WQ is isomorphic 
to one of the contractions in (3.7). In the first three cases of (3.7), we have p(Wo) < 2 
so that WQ admits at most two contractions and we are done.  Let us consider the 
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last case in (3.7). This is the essential case. In this case, <po : X -> WQ is isomorphic 

to one of the relatively minimal models of pi : (S x E)/G —> S/G. We denote this 
model by fo : Y ^ BQ := S/G and fix a birational map po : Y • •• -> (S x E)/G over 
BQ. Let yi :Yi -> BQ (i — 1,2,...,/) be the complete representatives of the set of the 
relatively minimal models of /o : Y —>• I?o modulo isomorphism over BQ. These are 
finite in number by virtue of the result of Kawamata [Kaw5, Theorem 3.6]. Indeed, 
since Y itself is a Calabi-Yau threefold, /o : Y -> JE?O is, in particular, a Calabi-Yau 
fiber space. Let Sj : S —> Sj (j = 1,2,..., J) be the complete representatives of the set 
of G-stable contractions of S modulo G-equivariant isomorphism. These are also finite 
in number as was shown in (1.10) (= (0.5)). We denote by bj : BQ -> Bj := Sj/G the 
contraction induced by Sj. In order to complete the proof, it is enough to show the 
following: 

LEMMA (4.4). Every C2-contraction ofY is isomorphic to either one of bj oyi : 
Yi-^Bj. 

Proof. Let / : Y -> B be a C2-contraction and b : BQ -> B the factorisation of 
/ and write / = b o f0. Let us denote by q : S —> BQ = S/G the quotient map and 
consider the Stein factorisation of the map bo q: 

S 

•i 
Bo 

C 

-> B. 

As in (4.2), by the uniqueness of the Stein factorisation, G acts on C equivariantly 
and makes b' : S —> C a G-stable contraction. Moreover, the induced morphism 
b   : S/G -> C/G coincides with b : BQ ->• B.   Choose j £ {1,2, ...,J} such that 
b'-.S 
by: 

C is G-equivariantly isomorphic to Sj : S -> 5^ and denote this isomorphism 

-»•   S 

C   —»   Sj. 

This pair (a, ac) descends to a pair of isomorphisms, (JB0 : BQ -* BQ and CTB : B -> 5j 
which give an isomorphism between b : BQ -± B and 6j : BQ -> .B^: 

-Sn  >  Bn 

B 

i" 
-»• 5,-. 

Let us consider an automorphism cr = (cr, id) of S x E.   By the description of the 
elements of G (3.7) (4), the pair (cr, cr) gives a G-equivariant isomorphism of pi  : 
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5 x E -» S: 

SxE 

pi 

-> SxE 

pi 

S. 

Therefore a induces an isomorphism, r : (S x E)/G —> (S x E)/G such that the pair 
(TJ ^BO) gives an isomorphism on pi : (5 x J5)/G -> .Z?o- 

(S x £)/G 

pi 

So 

-> (S x E)/G 

pi 

Bn. 

Note that OBO 
0 /O ' Y ->• ^o is a relatively minimal model of /o : F -> -Bo via 

the birational map (po)_1 o r o p0. Then, there exists i E {1,2,...,/} such that 
aBQ 

0 fo ' Y —> BQ and yi : Yi -> Bo are isomorphic over BQ. Let us choose one of 
such isomorphisms and denote it by ri : Y -> Yi. Then, the pair (Ti,aB0) gives an 
isomorphism between fo : Y —> BQ and yi : Yi —> BQ: 

Y ->   Yi 

fo 

Bo -> BQ. 

Composing (ri,cr5o) with the pair (aBQ,aB), we get an isomorphism between / = 
b o fo : Y -► B and 6j o ^ : Yi -»• JB^. D 

This completes the proof in Case K. □ 
Proof of (0.4) in Case A. Finally we consider the case where (po : X -> WQ is of 

the form jfo : Y -> ^o := ^/(diag^Cs)) described in (3.6). Recall by (3.6) that 
the number of the relatively minimal models of fo : Y -> BQ is just 29. We denote 
them by ^ : Yi -> So (i = 1,2, ...,29). Let px : BQ -> EC3/((3) = P1 be the natural 
projection to the first factor. In order to conclude the result, it is sufficient to show 
the following: 

LEMMA (4.5). Every C2-contraction ofY is isomorphic to one of yi : Yi —>• Bo 
and pi o yi : Yi -> P1. 

Proo/. By (3.2)(2), we see that each (diag(C3,C3))-stable (non-trivial) contraction 
of E^3 is (diag(C3, ^3))-equivariantly isomorphic to either id : E^3 ->> E1^ or pi : E^3 -* 
E^3. Now we may repeat the same argument as in (4.4) to obtain the result. □ 

This completes the proof of (0.4). D 
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